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ABSTRACT
Reported is a study of the use of instructional

blocks in college freshman mathematics courses. The first year of the
project, one course was organized to have three large group lectures
per week and one small group tutorial session per week. In addition,
help sessions were made available. Problem materials were developed
in connection with text materials and a computer laboratory was used.
During the second year, four courses were involved; one with
programed texts and which met every day; three with the same format
as before. Evaluation of results indicates significant reduction in
staff cost per student and discovery of topics and media for future
study. The instructional pattern will receive further evaluation.
Appendices include; a mathematics diagnostic test, sample tutorial
problems, sample of a computer program, teacher evaluation
questionnaire, and sample journal articles for tutorials. (JG)
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:Section 1. Summary

The ihvestigation, reported here under.the
title, Block Format InstrUctiOn Was a pilot Study
which's:taught to determine sZeihOds (and eonsequent
prablaas for :further investigation and refinement)
orpartitioning the freshman undergraduate mathe-
matics program ihtb illetruCtilinal blocks which maxi-
mized the efficiency'of humalvand Physical resources
daployed. for that purpOse. The pilot study lasted
two academic years: 1968-1969 and 1969-1970.

During the 1968-1969 academic year different
instructional blocks were used in a single course:
Freshman Finite Uathematics. The instructional blocks
used were Large Lectures, Tutorials (6-10 students),
Programmed Materials, Help Sessions, Computer Labora-
tory.

During the 1969-1970 academic year different
instructional blocks were used in three courses:
Freshman Finite Mathematics, Freshman Mathematics for
Elementary Teachers, and Freshman Mathematics for
General Education. The instructional blocks used
were Large Lectures, Tutorials (6-10 students),
Programmed liaterials, Help Sessions, Computer Labora-
tory.

Evaluation of results was of two kinds.
Firstly, the staff cost of instruction per student
was considered. This analysis showed a decrease in
the instructional cost per student as well as a de-
crease in fringe staff load. The latter resulted
primarily from an almost total drop-off of indivi-
dual students seeking help from staff outside of
class scheduled times. Secondly, the evaluation or
the effectiveness of the instructional methods was
done subjectively. That is to say, that such evaluation
was based on judgments of students, mathematics staff
involved in teaching, and judgments of other professional
persons including consultants. The consensus indicated
that varying instructional formats was beneficial to
the learning nrocess. Particularly noteworthy elements
are variety of instructional format enhances the
learning process, individual differences and needs
were able to be considered more easily and effec-
tively, a greater variety of material was able to be
covered, and ad hoc changes in the course could be
made more easily increasing course flexibility.
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Significant problems remain to be studied:
the matching of content material and instructional
format, the mechanical organization of selection for
tutorial section, the more selective use of media to
make more effective the lectures, the role of com-
puter instruction to Frephmen mavhematics programs,
the utilization of etalt7WIthTylitying competencies.

Theinstruotiona1 pattern will be continued
at Stephens College and in addition will be intro-
duced, experimentally, at Northwest Lliasouri State
College for the 1970-101 academic year.
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Section 2.. Introduction

The central. concern.of,tbe original ,proposal
for. an experimentlx,BlOckprayttinstrUcti94,was to
initiate, as a pilot!studinsti4utional instructional
changes leading. to &more efficient-deploymea Of.
human and physical resourcervin.the.learning rrocess.
A non-trivial sidaaffect was:also.to be..a more effi-
cient:we of time committed to specific learning tasks
by ,students. _

. . . .

The constraints!iiposed:on the pilot. etudy
were such as tO.ineure a.searcb:fOr means Of varying
the ifarningatterns by,ueing7different,instruotional
.formatawfileh:did,not,require the permamnt,commitment
of significant amounts of additional human:or physical
resources 4-the gollege.-Thit.40to,84,thatfin-
strpotion can:cleirlY be iiprovedand individUalited
if:aweicePtiOnal4:e0MOOtent staff Metber;iwasSigned
taeaoh etUleat:aith.leerning:Ao.Pr9Oeed-On a.oni*to-
ono basis. !Thi6iffort.here was jo_dai*Op
struatiOnal quitbOdology. Whereby 4apart vie initial
deVeimpmentaI . in, instruc-
tional coste,66u1c;OCCbtaineC#444-W:Ohe:eamg.time
improvingthe learining..situatimu. '

The problem ie, of doursfi,4:cantraj, one in
a11,0140eLcof higher education. Increaiing,enroll-
.msnts accOMOatied byian,in9reaSekrelUdts4Ce of the
.40116 t6,:.mai4tain oyen.ttie-,8600 (OrchaSing.pOwer)
.Cost:owtlaye.,per stUdent 440mand-:ate #ntica,to-the.dual
.problelke4aPreaeinglearnineefficienoy.while,de-
creasing.learninglooati4er.itudeM; The.freabMan
mathematics course:wee ehosenas,a bowie for the pilot
1444V*P01.,49a400.6::.the Wabliahment of both a
novVfoiirwyear,tpd,e, nee freahaeniatfiaMatica course.
With notraditiOwof,inetructioia% ;rattan:1846r the
specifie cCursel,Wseeied 4,443.ble.to asauie,that
,th10,,p0Ofsemight:he 48004;p0AV.O; departure
-0Vrinitiating fri4istigatiowiatOihe general problem.

. : .
A,..ae664d,seemingTad#aniage Qt initiating

theinveatigation,*the.denteef a*eabian Oaths.
Witco, Course.; /tie, ,.0#40 the: Int If i.isathesiatice
pour*, Owned mottapp;Opriate.ind.ecoeelible.to the
task oe.part*tioning,of material for.: different learn-

ii.ing:iatternm. Thus, the lig ability to focus on
. .
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problem solving and discovery and generalization.
in tutorial sections, or the easy ability to focus
on remedial skille'in:help.seseinns or programmed
materials was Utilized.hit is not.ta'suggest that
othersUWeeta4tdinr tnietw.disciplinary courees do
not have similarly.definable chleakes They are espe-
cially apparent in;thir'sxpetted-outeomes of almost
any freshinammathematicsOotrani.:

Given the reluctance to move toward the
utilization of any learning devices committing the
college te,long-range :. vosts,.:minimum attention was
given, it this pilat-study,:to-the use of specialized
media. Thusi theIleesof dosed- circuit television,
for examplei:while.offeringpiny:nitensible learning
adVantagea:might clearly"-reauWin increased, rather
"than decreased costs. AsaudSngthe costs of.production
and the colit:of continuous updating and changes Whioh
should be done lar,lhalMaterial:tdA4iniih-bOth fresh
and topical might.well.ba.acomalitment.'to increased
Cost. . As noted In.:oar-OhnOlitaidni this is in area

,doserving of vontinuCd-etudvoSinilar conncntaCan
be made.about.initiwtinilioWlhe nilenficOmputcr-
aesietadlidatruotiongainith.'domputor.assisted
inatruotion, thete:appeete to'46 dignificant cost
requirement for experimentation in the deve/opment
Of instructional; formats net noWHable-to be realized
as. effectively by otheeleas.ekpensive.patterns. The
basis Cor4Ost estimates may'beradibalry-altered
whenlandll'both;olosed-oirdnit telioribiOn and computer-
,assisted inntradtion'beWas;Indreoennonly'utd, Should
..snoh,.a.tine[Aribai Wet% wbUld.4hen'bet.biltne by more
instructional Unite, 4eOreaCing:the',Oost'foill.

;;;..:

. .There is an additional:factor to-be eon-
..:sidered4n the developnent Of innevatiire'learning
:.fOrmetsWhict.relatesOesalo their.cedt.than to

4.ikelino0Olf.their being' ad0pte8 Ott all.
Whenevor,instrnatibnallormate.differ-toogreatly
from acceptad:instinOtional patternsiAheir,Integrity
..and hence real valte:4s'ofteennderiined by staff
unlrained'and/or utw4Litg.Hadueatidtalinnovation
WhiOh:Ai:tcr.ba'tr4yPerManitttnnsttake plabe slowly
and.nOt.disenfranthiaeldrge401bereof'staff'from
partiCipating-in inprovad ":eituationa.
directly'laivol*edilibiewelopnentvlarofar:moremoti-
irated and entlited.andraaa4esalti spend, Significant
amounts of their miss time On'what to them becomes and
is an act of creation. Similar expectancies should
not be assumed from staff not so involved.

4
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Thus, from the point of view of .many
experiments now being carried on in the United Stew:
and elatatters, the pilot. study repOrted hers is very
'modest. It attempted ..ta'ranki .:110 demands an resources
not already at hand nor etifikly and ;inexpensively obi-

'. tainable.' It atteMpted .ta Utilize. those skills and
resoarcee Varying 'degree* at mathematical
aompetenatea of the 'staff, staff . lecturing ,
.7-ataff ekislls iii working with :smell, groups. of students ,

staff. skills in .determining abilities laid need*
individual students, staff.' . to develop. problem
Materials, staff !ability to aeleat readings, and the

tot. exaeptionallf 'able iiiaidemeta to help .
otkor, etude:its. . rr

.!)
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Section 3. Methods

The.course cnosen,,i0egin onr.pilot study
in the fall 0.1968 wia:tha,newfreshman mathematics
course, Finite Mathema4cA49 Atthat time., the',

department-00;70%Ore° (3).courses,avaUable
to beginning mathematic:a:students: Mathematics 101
(for students-unprepared for Finite Mathematics, for
general education atudente4 and :?or alamentarredur
catiowmajors),,M04hemativo,l114 Finite Mathematics
(for students who.Aptended,.either to major in.mathe-
mattes or allied 4444' and gor students who: might
be usintsignineant amount* of,pathematics in their
future work, i.e., students intending to major in..the
social sciences), and Mathematics 122, Celculus(for
advanced students who planned to continue their work
in mathematics).

In August 1968, Mr. Stonkton and Dr. Kenner
began work on developing a combination placement-
diagnostic test for incoming freshmen. The main
purpose of the test, at that time, was to discriminate
among students in placing them either in Mathematics
101 or in Mathematics 111. As we note below, the use
of the test and its subsequent refinement was altered
for incoming freshmen for 1969-1970. Appendix I is a
copy of the final diagnostic test used. On the basis
of the first draft of the placement - diagnostic test,
College Board scores, and high school records, students
were enrolled.

In the fall of 1968, approximately 100
students were enrolled in Mathematics 111, Finite
Mathematics. The 100 students were organized into
two basic sections of 50 each. (The lecture room
assigned had a maximum capacity of 60. As will be
noted in our conclusion, the number in each basic
section could have been 75 -100 without loss of
effectiveness.) Each of the basic sections was
organized into 5 tutorials of 10 students each. The
tutorial time had not been pre - scheduled. Thus a
questionnaire was distributed to each student to
determine free periods and professional interest.
In addition, the diagnostic test and College Board
scores were used to attempt to define tutorial sec-
tions which as nearly as posatole were filled by
students of similar ability and professional interest.
One tutorial was specifically set aside for students
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dieplaying specific VO*0101111.8 on the diagnostic
test,. Although the tutorial ,eection was not called
,a remedial emotion, part{.of its. funation was reme-.
dial in nature. is inatructor: of each tutorial
election was rIve.7.-4., a cam: ct; :ti-bec, student's test.

The basic organizatiOnal franeiork of
each basic emotion in the kali.,of 1968 was

3 lectures Per week - required
1 tutorial per week ...requi.rLd.

The course ca. rried 4fohr ,)-e,emeeter.hours' of credit.
elptpd that we adher,ed to the traditional

:foixtui.a of one credit, for. each required period. The
lecturers were 4..Stocktoh and Dr. Kenner. The
tutorial instructors were ira, Kenner, Lir. LicDopald,
Mr. Stockton; and Dr. Kenner,.

In addition to- the required periods, help
sessions--both group and individual--were established.
Tiree 2,-Ur Sroup help .aessions were made available
and udente were ,alno.,able..to see a -student assistant
individn447 sin a.: regular. basis. , That la, a. student
did not need to make an...app,ointlent to receive,: indi-

-1 N-1.44-al bilkl.Vtrom the, atudent assistant.. The help
848.14048 wre,;Staffed, by. two, exoeptionally able under-
graduate mathematiog majors, -Kiss Pamela Comer and
Miss Deborah Dunphy. ....

A tworreek period was sat aside (at dif-
ferent . times, for thek, two, seption4. to concentrate
pn,demel.oping, P .operational acquaintance
.with.,computer,}engnage.. Irs. Kllen Scheert of. our
etngf, APO40,d:;b74,1r... Toe* Evers. .c: the Computing
Center,-Staff, of the gniversitY.Of Missouri,, supervised

,thi.0..two!-week period; Stephens dolpege facilities
coneiat ,of. key pupohel.. Programs were, batch processed
at the .17niversity, of ifiteeseuri Computing Center with
AUr.(4) pickir4e.an47,441i*erie0 each day. Programming

Pro14_ Arcelibped to . aid the students during
tAia, brief 4ntro!Inction .. to .30aTRATI IV. (Appendices V,
VI, .VII are aim:0,es Aiit -the.:niataria1 developed for

1:940040..) ,

Problem Material-a were also developed in
connection with text materias, to be used with
special effectiveness in the tutorial sections. (See
Appendices II, tit and IV for samples of these.)
There was, of course, great variation in the tutorial

7
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sections since sorting had.been done. n.part on the
basis of ability.: vfoIn,same:Autorialer example,
eXtra readinzst_such,as found-in Appendix X, were read
and discussed., These resdinge may not turre been suit-
able for all tutorial groupe.. The lecturers'for the
lecture sections coordinatea their efforts and were
never more than one dayapart during the year, with
the exception, of coursep.ofIthe two -week alternated
time devoted to computer instruction.

During thiyear,.Professor Ralph Lee, Di-
rector of the Computer Center, University of Uissouri
at Rolla, and Professor ot,., U. Mark, Associate Chairman,
Department of HatheMatice,'Sowthern Illinois University
at Carbondale,,Ferved as consulAants. Dr. Lee considered
and analyzed.our:work in. computer education and Dr. Mark
helped ue define.and preparevour tutorial section prob-
lem materials. Suggestiona from both of these valuable
consultants (noted in results) were incorporated in
our planning for the,1969-1970.acidemieyear.

.

, .

At the end if.theyeir'we administered to
. .

.

each student a Teacher Evaluation.Form (Appendix VIII)
and a. Course Format Evaluation:Form (Appendix IX) . No

analysie RIM 444 from these:eubjective
evaluation forms. They :did. provide, however, signifi-
-cant amounts .of information about student activities,
about what we Were doingt.and.about how eucceseful
the students thought we were. .

Following the 1960-1969,apactimic year,
signifipant.remisions in.procednre.were..neide fpr the
1969 -1970' academic year. On the basis at a comparison

Collega.Boarkedores,. our.oin gicilOnt teatiaores,
and high.sohool records, we fAuidA101e iained by

ourIlacement scorea..-.../nfici, high sdhOol
record, alone, secied-te be a fakily 00.d.indicator
of correct level of ;entry into the freshman)naihe.
Mi.tios,program. We hid fon#d, too, lhat:preparing
-tor Mathematics 111 14i enrolling firect in Mathematics
101 waCot Usually necessary or sUcceesful.. .is
result,,the freshman mathematicerentry'points were
changedfor the 1969-1970 year. To accOimodate these
changes in entry points, some course revision was also
established. The courses and the basis for entry are
given on the next page.-'

8



nathematios,1011 Only:/Orfiltudents (principally in
the Arts:lind HumanitiesYwhollan
116 further4ilidy.'of mathematics- -

'''a ocurei-leGeteral Education. ,L

Entry: ':dte atd.one-halt units of
,algebra:or,moree lio'placement

testa . . . .

Mathimatice-101et'Only for students who Oltn to
.igitleftregUirements for atatir,.
certification ifElementary'
BduCatiot -Entry: one and
one-half units of algebra or

placement test.

Mathetaties 111111ForStudents-who-planfurther work
,in -or needlor.mathematios (a remedial
section of Finite Mathematios).-:,
Entryi alscore beltw15-20 orthe

. diagnostic-test.-

Mathematics 111: 'For slid/ to who plan further work
An'or neddlfor mathematics. :Entry:
Three'or fourleareof'satiefactory
high school mathematics.

-Mathematics .2114;40r stUdents.who plan fUrther;work
:in'thathematics:' Entry: Advanced
work iwtigh school.ter..4-years4nd
College Board satire -greeter that 65O.

By a tribal' partitioai:ng of
.: ,.

thegfreehdahltathe-
matics offerings, we were able,icmove toward the
design of course curricula which were unicursal in
objectiie.-4he.revislot'otthe placement- diagnostic
testABee'AppitatitA) enabled-us-to-identify attdette
wishing.:to-etter the nOnsiterminal coUrseAtequence'end
to deterdini. On What':iithelaticil topics their- speci-
fic weaknesses were. The remedial teetient;ot7titiite
Mathematics had a limited enrollment --no more than 15--
and it met 5 periods a week, even though no additional
credit was given for the extra meeting. The conjecture- -
which turned out to be true--was that by intensive at-
tention to weaknesses, when needed, the same course
coverage might be obtained with the additional meet-
ings and small class size. As we shall note in the
conclusion, after the first semester of the 19694.970
academic year, students from the remedial section
were able to join the regular sections for the second
semester.

9
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The remedial qe4tion or the Finite Mathe-.

matics was taught aka:roe:1Sr glass, with email en-
rolluent. It met daily i W*Jurehased a number of
diffe-ent program texte_of-i*Wschool topics and
when and if the need arooeiar-individual remedial
work on an individUtil.topie,'tbe.instructor, Mr.
B. A. Chavies, was able to direct students to appro-
priate sections of appropriate texts.. The basietext
for the course, hoWever, w4e.tbesSme aathSt-useein
the regular Finite MitUematicOjectionn, The remedial
section had the time' to bOptmore leisurely and to
stop when deficiencies is COnpeiencies were discovered.

.
The other two sectionSof Finite Mathe-

matics were organized as. during the, previous year:
three lectures and onetutOrial.eeetion required.
Tutorials were not, howaverA.Osctioned by ability
due to a severe,soheduli;ieproblim. (See comment in
recommendationi0 We aleodid not repeat the experi-
ment in the introduction to'CoMiyuter language as a
reRular_part.of the course. ..We commen÷ on this, too,
imour conolu8ion...Qtherw0e, the pattern followed
for 1969-1970 was the ,sake aalthat followed for
1968-1.969 in the Finite Mapematics course.

As,a.supplement to our earlier experience,
we soheduled,in.1969,197001S section each of Mathe-
matios.101addyfathematioi101e,in the lecture-
tutsrial.forMatt, 'Both sections .had enrollments of
aboUt 50.studente. I The intent here was to determine
the ability to use the format as .a regular pattern
without 'extra staff Planniim;:deVeloment and mate-

..

Pre.prepatationii

. .

We have thus.estatilia#ed:in..011.94,our
fredOpan StathanaticeprOgra*s a lebt4re-tutoiial,
'tormat, and have begun .o gain the requisite ex-

- perien01 to.adapi.it t specialized ape40 and
abiTitialvaf%atiidants. .

. . . .

!" io ' .

r.:
-
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Section 41, Results

inn our original.. proposal we divided the ,

purpose.of the pilot study into. .two.inain categories.
One category dealt,with the.problem. of optimum deploy-
ment of competent staff, The. se con4, category dealt
with the problem .of optimum -use of available media.
In our .diSOUSSiOns, here, the,reetilte of the de-.
velopmental work,.... it. is usafayto be .pitithful to -

these earlier defizad: categories. .A8,.Waa noted in
our Progress Report. of Ilarch,1965, the initial delays
in starting have l4 the unexpectedly happy. result of
yielding more experienoo,- and: hopefully more insight
into these two problema, than 'We-,.bad originally ex-
pected.

eat scorn etent staff:
.

Prom purely:,aopt basis, the instructional
format suggests signifiognt .reduction, in staff coat

.per, studentt ,. In :the spring...semest.er 3.908 there were
185, Ertudents enroll"cl is ma,thematics .courses with
Your fullf.tim staff memberel; with a .ratio, of op...,
rpro4mataly:41.6 siudegte.,per Oaf; member. ;-;n the

. Ismkng semester 1970 there Were 324 Atudantte saw
rolled . in mikthesatics course" with .five.,..fu.11:41ms
equivalent .etafk:neelVere,;:atr4io. CA.:ali.Pro4natelY-.
66 students per staff member.--the latter despite
increased offerings by the department. We omit the
spring prester :19.69 of %tit. staff funding
was boiiieliliref vain- mg* cirttlfrthe' pllort tidy
reported hers.,- :.j. ;

Th. above. ,approximete de..qa deals with the
entire -11PertwOnt.enre.41142013. 3.'334ft.922, Point of
view thisvis in.a.lanie1)...14i0sirtp4ht . since

stall' oar):7 : Bit 3.9.4 4%?.. Uncle of
: Jnatruotion : ,AXImAng ,tlae ,tworyear 1PeXiOd all

. staff
members PaRtiailnitefl tngt,inatruatic241 teams-;°r
,the Itite liat4tenAtiOlg PrograP 14a Atoturer

114StrUCIOrk The .4*,10.1117itoiencTs 49wfveFt
...suriaves ..:the test qt. a more harslowly conceived as...
likinvfent :Pattern- . ;

. is 4614448 ri.04e4ie Mere seetirozie, of
Algebra A licame soretdi.t, the coursed *deli .

was replaced by Pinite,thematies. The .tour
sections were at least a full load for one stiff

11
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member. (We use here an estimate of load which is at
least weighted against favorable -comparison with ..the
format of the pilot study.) Despite an increase of
credit nos.rs from to 4, and, despite an .increase in
enrollment' to approXiinat el y /04V-in 1969-1970 , the
staff time allotedto the two". Sections was '273 of a
position.' Assuming a staff' 001:apentation level of
4'1;12,000, this insane that in 19674961; 42;000 was
committed by the college fOr'the .inet*tietion 'of 80
studenta, In 1969-1970 the, 011ege-teminitted
staff compensation fcp:2..perObnf,more.setudelits and
25 percent more earned!. Oedi't*h04413 Eiren if one
includes the full Cost of,,:kiro geptiSmi#:till. student
assistants at 000 eiunted.',gr each,,, ;thee comparison
becoises lag.,000 vs.' *Oar 001: 744 the '25 !percent in-
crease in both students 'and' student credit hours..

It thus seems clear that, assuming edu-
cational Poesibility sand. desirability, the lecture
-tutorial Airlist-stteiweiteo:i44ii.'etgitflostit
crease in coot per student per. credit hour. To
return to the use Of.'.COniktent 'Staff in a small .de-
gartment it seems Cibar 1)10' 'one pedially.' cOnpe.11.
tent and able staff. Member-cap- abSUme direation' of a
teem'for.iuch a course, be gtiren'sOteieAuCell'Ibad
for this stfOrt; and st#ll offer' the do,1140.1*omit3e
of .moreAffi'dtent nsaOf finidk.;.The eiiperie7tei.E4ined
in the ,Olifiald 'silks. to confiliethe pots:Abi-
lity enctlesiribilitY, .yielding " es it does 'the 'ability
to be Inslre. flekiJile 'Dv staff atsigaments. I

'; ; -4 n'

Tkie probl! eni 'Of optimum use cif available media:t:'
f .

As was suggested in our introduction,'Ouf
definition of available media is intended to be per-
suasive. is .to says vift have not,, in this study
attempted `.tow consider media such as. computer-astiisted
Inetruction.:Or television-Since beth
of thele'dlearly teiti4re the 'commitment of resources
which would "enable coat efficiencies only if used in
a :large 'variety 'Of. 2.itainksig sittititiine *stretching
far keylond the -singe -departmerb in a. small college.
Per, hi;ei study: the problem of optinnna user of
blae media Meant more realistically. the *discatery of

the kinds of topics, the specialised learning*, the
individual student needs, best served by large lee-
turea,' boot iserired by small tutorial .bections or,
best iierved by progranked .texts. or best 'ilerved: by
individual help. It is 4sar"t2iat we have only "'... .

`12



,begun to.study thisproblem:.Yet certain features
begin tmemarge which suggest that it is correct to
assume that the beat learning design. for.classes as
heterogeneous as.entering freshman matheMatios classes,
will be, learning formats. Whichvary their patterns
and attemptto.build.in flexibility,' For the purposes
of reporting.here4 we,shalllobviously, artifiCially
treat the individual components of: the learning. tor-
mats separately:.

*.: Large Lectures
',

. It is clear that for material which an
instructor chooses to presentby lecture, there is
little differincebetween an,audien0e.of 25 and. an
audience .of up.to 100. Beyond 1001.the:room size. .

begins to.draw.the lecturerlotally away from his
,. clam!. A classrome.capable of holding,up to 100,'

students prese:res.the dimensions enabling an in.
. structor to "re soh ou.O.regularlyto maintain con-
nections: It ielpossibiej too, that a class of. at
least 50;makes.lacturing easier and more.effective.
(We assume, he's;; -of courso,'the opportunities tor.
teacher-pupil dialogue exist in other contexts.)
The larger class discourages interruption, thus
enablinglectum!:ewho:isAruluprepared..to
develop caiihUOUilyitaidcehiiiotO-beintain a
continuflus drama which is.often-destroyed by in-
AerrUption.4) allow and encourage identification
byall students without interruption from any: .,The
task isnot to destroy thelectursbut to revifify

-.it by determining.what 40 beet-.developeil Wa eon,-
,.tinuous sweep.: . That material which ismotiaccessi.
,ble.to leeturingis generally not,suitableto.a
.:04110f4f 25either. Thus, in one, verY important
sense., the. Block Format helps return integrity to
theprepared.lecture as an.educational experience.

lUtorial.Bections

If,the large lecture ie suitable for
tgriil to.be developed end presented continuously
and.withAiame, the tutorial ie. tor materiel !hick:
Muet,00mcas,a result of diiiogue:nnd 4010 441-
ceverpimaterial,which, so t0.0p041 must be 0.'444
fraO the.-Oud*ok,ret)ler then7fran the lecturer.

1G
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Tutorial sections-Whem possible; were li-
mited to no more than ten'atudents. enaUed a
seminar-type atmospheree-tried, tool not tc.hold
tutorials in classrooMS.; .1.BibriSdeled facilities enable
us now to hold tutorialsArce email room with a few
large tables and,a very larekbladkboard.) It:was
possible to vary-the purpotWofgiten tutorials. For
particularly ablastudentstutoriaiSeare'often the
occasion for going significantly beyond'the regular
lecture topics. Optimally this was done without notes
or references and with leisure. Often supplemental
readings (see AppetidiXI)..Istiits distributed and reported
on. For many sections it was an opportunity to con-
sider carefully connections.betimea thelectures and
the problem materialA.--lbr-vsoke sections it was an
opportunity tadetiet sPecifiCeaknesses in back-
ground, facilitating referialfor 'extra study:" For
all sections' it *as am' opportunity for student and
teaCher'to'Interact and angSge.in real dialogue with -
out fear of ufiblding,uptheclass." ThIsuccess of
the:..tutOrial sectiOne-was.feit'bi both staff and stu-
dents. On the foiiat e*aldation instrument (see
Appendix /X) a majoritof the'stUdenticalled for
more 'then one tutorial emotion a-week..

Help Bessione,and.trpitramMed Materials

In' many wayb-thiLiwas:the-least successfully
used instrUetIOnatacility-1* the'atUdents. In part,
no doubt, thii waadue%to the"faot-tHat,-Unlike lec-
turesand tUtOrialawhieh%were10equired, these were
optional:!' It;Ootris,poseiblel.hOWever* thatthere.is
a.more'profdiund reison.since-help.Sessione, ifiOarticu-
lar,:were-vity;Well.-Attended'Ihe,week::betOre a test.
SuperficialltAhis:days:thAt ieste-MotiTaie students
to extimeforki. But more-iiportantlY:,it-aleo say6
that befdreteatemOtst studentelotha-help sessions
useful but at other times most students did not fins
help sessions useful. It would thus seem to follow
that it is possiblaLthatt.the4acas of the help ses-
sions was only on preparation for learnings to be tested.
As a result there is Olearl heio,a Challenge to un-
cover:WOyb of motivating etUdantsto'Use-a/1 learning
fedi:it:title more readilyi'-:Nrhapi'.i plibcedure worth
investigating is:aleitberate eSeignmitint of certain
tepid!' to the help sessions aiWtheta6pOmpanying
avoidance Of them in either tUtoilalOr lecture.
This procedure would be more useful early in the
course so that students could develop early satisfac-
tory learning relationships with the help session
assistants.

14
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Sew ction.a. Conclusions and. aecommendations

Since this pileif:etiadY had, as one of its
central objectives, the' 'defining of problems for
further study and action,,,. iE 0.ppropriate.that we
combine our conclUsione. and ,recOiszendatione into a

. . .eingle

It ie important, hiiiievei, to "assert first,
the collective judgments of the mathematics staff
that the pilot study ,successful., It was success-
ful in :that.. j.t enabled ui to ;tree ourselves from
established patterns 0,f' 7410,:inattuction is and what
it .ia ziot./...lt 'freed ue,fr9m arbitrary and a-logical
equations of Credit and class tine 'and homework time.
Establishing. this :freedom may,, in fact,. be the single
moot important outcome of the pilot study.

The..evidenoe. of Ate success "ekists I too, in
that we are ertparidg the use of the format' to other
classes .and, hope to. begin ekperimentation at a larger

t itution Northiviiet ..lassoufi-State :College, in 1970-
1971.. .Staff and:atUdenta 'becAiie operation-
illy aware Of the fti6i, 'that. 4/.'1e.ex.i3Ogir are not able
to be dealt with' effettiVely bi 'the 'saris learning
methodologies. . ;The staff. ,has, _noted that student com-
mitntinta to '.earning bore. eabily .euetained and
.nonriahed tb r varying the leerging" 'formats. We think
noteworthy, 'tee, -the develOpinent-iif the diagnostic
test leading to the organizatia of a remedial section
of the sear zourse

'.rather
than,, in the traditional

format, moving !the student one :Atop- down the ladder.

There was one notable fai ure. 'TYie attempt
to, introduce computer: facility,. in a Iwo...week block
during the' 19434969 Aix:, ,#agi.,clearly,far from ode-
colorful despite 'the inaginatiVe. delielopment 'of quasi-
programmed,,programe (see Appendices yl VI, VII.) Dr.
Ralph Dee, confirmed our elialiiitiontbat two weeks is
not a, 104, enough time for eii/Afioant .leaxinge' by
all, etudints The
course...outline ..does not allow hills fOr inct
cant follow up. It 'is our reCOneieridatiiin that a
short, but more prolonged, computer course be 'offered,
on the side, and only then develop inputs for the
more elementary mathematics courses. This entire
problem needs significant study. We should like, too,
to see attention given to the utilization of a corn-
.puter as a simulater as a teacher aid, simulating such
patterns as a random walk as part of a lecture.

15
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In the context of the two main Problemevof
our pilot study, as described in Section 4, we would
recommend that the followingAuestions be given fur-
ther study and investigation.,....,

1. Assuming that it is peesible.to define learnings
more effectively handled by a lecturekormatvetat
are the optimum lecture class sizes whiCh pre-
serve the potential. for student identification
with the lecturer?,

.

2. How can stu4ants, themselves, be brought more
fully into parti04741041g.as-ptaff in: the learn-
ing situation? :And ,how can.their experiences by
students become:-themselves-significantlearaings?

. . .

3. What are.promising4ttrategies :Tx idelitikyOlg
material best suited to differing learning for-
mats? _And.how. can.#244'..b9.4144kto insure con-
tinuous.feedbackto.courseftepigners?

What are promising.StrategUe incorporating
:more varied instructional- media whose cost.re-.
quirementsAiotate simultamepus introduction in
morethea.one diecipllINKAYq105,47

. .

.-; .

5. How.%.can.one effectively..deierMine;i4,optimum for-
mat for material-matalec;beLa.tupction.of dif-
ferent learning repponteps by*kferent itudenie
toSudh formate? 6, 6

6. How important is the tact; of exposure .to a .

variety of learning forMats as contrasted with
ite learning, effectiveness?

7. How effe. Ctively independent-,oklearniag formats
are our instruments of evaluation ?.

r .

It should. beelear that tie above set of
queitiorts recommended tfor,furtber study give evidence
that our pilot Study .hakeignikicsatly deepened our
Mareasits of the probleme; conneeted with course'kar-
mit design..problempc.bppefUlly, not.totatly intraet.

. .
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Appendix I

Mathematics Diagnostic Test

1. (a.62) (a.b)3 = (?)

(a) i1-T)
a

(b)

b2

(c)
a

D
(d)

ab2

2. «x3y) (x.y2) (x-1.y-3)

(a) x-3y-6 (b)

3
(c) x (d)

= (?)

y2

3. (m2.n)3 = (?)

(a) m6n3 (b) m5n4

(c) (m.n)6 (d) m5n 3

4. (3)(2)"4 - (?)

(a) -(64) (b)

(c)
1

(d)
34.74

5. (2'3)2 = (?)

(a) 2-5

(c) 2-1

20

6-4

3

24

(b) 2-6

(d) 2

17
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6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11. I + 4 3 = (?)

(a) /0 +3 (b) 9

(c) 3 + 4 ,/f- (d) 7

12. 3103 64 = (?)

(a) 94-- co 6,/ri (c)
ag-

31.7 x 10- = (?)

(a) 31700 (b) 3.17 (c) .317

(d) .0317

(1.1)(.02) = (?)

(a) 2.2 (b) .22 (c) .022

(d) 1.02

2.17 x 102 = (?)

(a) 217 (b) .217 (c) .0217

(d) 21.7

(-3.2) x (.4) = (?)

(a) -1.28 (b) -12.8 (c) -.128

(d) -128

(.001) x (.2) = (?)

(a) .002 (b) .0002 (c: .02

(d) .2

(d)
18,17
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3
13. (?)

1

2 - 3)Q

(a) yr-rf (b)

3 (2 + 34)
(c) (d)

-14

2 +
2

3 1

2

14. /67: A"--= (?)

(a) v27 (b) 3 (c)

(d)
1

15.(1) . (29 = (?)

(a) 2 (b) (c)
4

16. Which of the following relations does x satisfy
if - 5x + 3 < x - 4?

(a) x < -
7
6-

(c) x < -66

(b) x > 76

(d) x <

17. Which of the following implies that 2x + 1 > 2?

(a) x > 2 (b) x >
1

L

(c)
1

(d)x > -
2
- x <

18. If 3x < 7 and y < 0 then which of the following
statements is always true?

(a) 3xy < 7y (b) 3xy < 0

(c) 3xy > 7y (d) 3xy > 0

19
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19. If 3x2 > 2x then 3x > 2 provided which of
the following holcs?

(a) x= 0 (b) x> 0 (c) x< 0

(d) x 0

20. The solutions set for the inequality y < x is

represented by which of the following shaded
regions?

(a) (b)

(c)

tr.....-,......

(d)

21. Under which of the following conditions is the
quantFty Ix-- yl negative?

(a) x > y (b) x < y (c) never

(d) always

22. If -1 < x < 0 then Ix - 2x2I = (?)

(a) -x - 2x2 (b) x + 2x2

(c) -x + 2x2 (d) x - 2x2

23



23. if x < 2 then Ix - 41 = (?)

(a) - x + 4 (b) - x - 4

(c) x + 4 (c) x

24. If I2x 51 = 1 then x = (?)

(a) 3 (b)
7

(c) -2

(0 either 2 or 3

25. Which of the following shaded regions is the
correct solution set for x if (x 1)(x + 2)
< 0?

(a)

(c)

-2 -1 0 1

-2 -1 0 1

26. If A = {1, 2, 3}
A fl B = (?)

(a) {1, 4} (b)

(c) 0 (d)

27. If A = {x, y, z}
B = (?)

(b)

2 -2 -1 0 1 2

.4 x (d)
1 ,

2 -2 -1 0 1 2

and B = {2, 3, 4} then

{1,

{2,

and B

2, 3, 4}

3}

= {z, w, y} then

(a) {z} (b) {x, y, z, w, v}

(c) {x, y, v} (d) w,

28. If A = {1, 2, 3} , B = {2, 3, 4} and
C = {3, 4, 5} then (ALiB)l\ C = (?)

(a) {3} (b) {1, 2, 3, 4}

(c) {3, 4} (d) {3. 4, 5}

24
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29. Which of the following shaded regions represents
the set A c) (Buc)?

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

30. Which of the following shaded regions represents
the set (AQB)r1 (AV;C)?

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

25



31. In the following triangle sin a = (?)

1

(a) -2- (b) 2 (c)
1 2

32. sine + cos2 131 = (?)

1

2
(a) 1 (b)

2
(c) (d) 2J

33. cos (a + a) (?)

(a) cos a + cos a (b) cos a cos 8 - sin a sin a

(c) cos a - cos B (d) sin ( - 8)

34. Which of the following represents a graph of one
period of y = sin x?

y y
(a) (b)

1

Zir n 11

2

y
(c) (d)

x

3.ir

2

26 '

y
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35.

36.

If sin a = --,3i- then cos a = (?)

1 /5
(a) 74 (b) (c)

(d)
4

Which of the following is a solution

7

16

to the pair
of linear equations 2x = 3y + 1 , y = -4x + 2 ?

(a) x = -2 and y =3 (b) x= 1 and y = -2

1

(c) x = -f and y = 0 (d) no solution exists.

37. The curve y2 = 3x + 1 and the line x = 5 satisfy
which of the following?

(a) intersect at exactly 1 point

(b) do not intersect

(c) intersect at exactly 2 points

(d) intersect at infinitely many points

38. Which of the following is a solutlor to the pair
of linear equations 3x + 2y - 1 = 0 ,

2x - 3y + 1 = 0?

1 5
(a) x = TT and y =

13

1 1

(b) x= -3- and y =
1

(c) x= -8- and y =
5

(d) x =
2

and y =
-3

11 1
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Appendix II

Tutorial Problems on Functions

1. Show that the following hol,,s

<x, y, z> = <r, s, t> iff x = r, y = s, z = t

by identifying an ordered triplet as a mapping
and then using the criterion for the equality of
two mappings.

2. Consider f: A-18 where A, 8 are finite sets
with a the number of elements in A and $ the number
of elements in B. Which of he following cases
are possible?

a. a < 8 and f onto
b. 8 < a and f one-to-one
c. a 8 and f onto and f one-to-ohe

d. a = $ and f onto and f not one-to-one
e. a - $ and f one-to-one and f not onto

3. Let f, g be defined for all x IA by

f(x) = 3 - 5x f(x) =
3 - x

5

a. Show that f(g(x)) = x for all x
b. Show that g(f(x)) = x for all x
c. What can you conclude about f and g from

the results of a., b?

4. Which of the functions f of exercise 4, in the

previous section are one-to one? For each

such f, find f-1

5. If F:A -b B is defined as follows, determine
whether f is onto, whether f is one-to-one and
determine the pre-image(x) of each ye, B.

a. f(x) = x2, A = IR , B =JR

b. f(x) = x2, A = (R, =1R°

c. f(x) = x2, = jR0, B =IRO

d. f(x) = 2x, A = IR, B = TR

e. f(x) = 2x, A = Z, B = .

25
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6. Relate the following statements by implications.
(For example: (b) ==:A (a) )

a. f: A 4 B

b. f. AcITIPB

1-1
c. f: A--)B

1-1
d. f: A-4 B

on-1.6

7. Show that the function f of example 3.1.14 in
the text is one-to-one and find its inverse
function.

8. Let f be defined by f(x) = forfor x(i..e.

a. Find the range of f.
b. Show that f is one-to-one
c. Find the inverse function f-I.

9. This problem is a continuation of example 3.1.12
in the text.

Let S = {a, b, c, d} and define the mapping Q by

Q(x) = P(P(x)) for x 4. S

a. Show that OQ = RQ = S

b. Show that Q is one-to-one

c. Determine the inverse function Q-I.

10. Under what conditions (if any) is the mapping P1

of example 3.1.20 in the text a one-to-one
mapping?

11. Let f be defined by f (x) = x2 + 1 for x.!1R

and g by g(x) = - 1 for x E iR, x >

a. Show that f(g(x)) = x for all x4; Dg.

b. Disprove: g(f(x)) = x for all xE Cf.

29



12. This problem is a continuation of example
3.1.13, in the text. Let A and B be subsets
of U.

a. Sbow that A = B iff XA = XB

b. Show that XA,(t) = 1 - X
A
(t)-X

B
(t) for

all 1- C U.

c. Show that X
A

= XA (t).X
B
(t) for all

t e U.

d. Show that XAuB (t) = X
A
(t) + X

B
(t) X

A
(t)X

S
(t)

for all to U.

e.ShowthattheassociationA)X,for each subset

A of U defines a one-to-one mapping with domain
P(U).

13. a. Prove: If f is a function and ge:lf, then g is
a function.

b. Prove: If f is one-to-one and g C f, then g is
one-to-one.

Context: If f is a function and gc. f, we call

9 a ustriction of f and we call :an extension
of g. If Da = C, we call g the restriction of f to
C. (Note.1-Sat we must have D

9
CD

f
.) Alternatively

we may say.that g is the restriction of f to C iff
g has domain C and g(x) = f(x) for all x E C.

In examples 3.2.2 of the text we considered
functions f, g such that g was the restriction
of f to OR0. The example shows that we may
have g one-to-one, gcf, and f not one-to-one.

14. This problem is a continuation of example 3.1.22
in the text.

If A = then A
T

=
11

a
12 all

a
21

a
21

a
22

a
12 a22

we call A
T
, A-Transpose. Now iet OTbe the mapping

with domain )11 defined by 0 (A) = Al.

27
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Appendix Ill

Tutorial Problems on Vectors

1. Let a = <1, -3> , a = <3, -2>, Y = <0, -1 >.

Find

a. 2a + 3a - f.71,

f. BI

b. l2a + 3a - 5Y1
9'

a *a
lal

C. (2a)* (Y) h 13"
la + 01

d. (a) *(3B + 4Y) i. la + Bl (a * B)

e. (3a - a)*(3a - a) J. la -- 61 a - la - ala

2. Let a = <-2, 1>, a = <5. -1>, y = <2, 7>. Find

a. a + 2$ - 2y f. (2$)* (3Y - a)

b. 5(a + a) - 2(8 - y) (Iota + !? *B

g' lal +181

h. lala + 1$1$ + lyly

i. (lala) * a

e. a * (B - y) j. (la + a()(a + B)*(a + B)

C. la - B + Y1

A lal l& + IY1
w' la - B+ YI

3. Show that the following sets of vectors in V2(1R) are
linearly independent.

a. {<1, 3>, <2, -1>}

b. {<1, 0>, <2, 3>}

c. {<4, -I>, <0, 2>}

d. {<0, 2>, <3, 1>}

e.
1

{< 17, 0>,
2

<0, .?}
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4. Let a = <0, 2>, s = <-1, 1 >. Find values of ki

and k
2

(possibly different for each problem) such

that

a. <2, 3> = k1a + k28

b. <-1, 2> = k1a + k2s

c. <3, -4> = + k28

d. <2,
1

= k1a + k28

5. a. Let a = 0,a = <1, -I>, Show that the set

{a, al is a linearly independent set.

b. Show that V
2
(R) = {k

1

a + k
2

8: k k
2

6. a. Let a = <-1, 1>,8 = <-1, -1 >. Show that the
set {a, al is a linearly independent set.

b. Show that V
2
(R) = k1a + k2$ : k1, k

2
R

7. Show that the set {<1, 0>, <0, -1 >, <2, 1>} is a
linearly dependent set.

8. Show that the following relationships hold:

a. lkal = Iki lal

a
b. =

k
k # 0

C. la + a; lal IBI

d. la - 81 > lal - lai

29
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9. Give an interpretation of the following
operations or relationships in the representation
of vectors in E2, a, R y V2,

a. a +3
1 1

'f. 7- a -
K

1(a-6) k / 0
K

b. a + . g. a = 28 , a= k0 k #0

c. la + 01 < at +l61 h. a * a / 0

d. la - 01 > lal -181 I. a * 0 = 0, a * y = 0
1 1

e . 2a- f 8 = f (a 0 = k y

33



Answers for Problems on Vectors

1 a. <11, -7>

b. 476-

c. 6

d. 39

e. 49

f. /Tb
or

'TT

10
9.

h.

Jr)
23

1. 94-1

/T-30

13

2. a. <4, -15>

b. <9, 16>

c. VT5T

d. - V+ Vff
/TY

e. -14

f. 40

g. 31

V5- +

h. <-275- + 51/276- + 253, 1/75 - + 7)3-5>

51/;'

J. 27

34
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4. a.

b.

c.

d.

k1 =
5

, k2 + -2

k
1

= 2
'

k
2

= 1

k1 =
1

, k2 = -3

k
1

= 4
'

k
2

= -2

a2 -a
6. b. Hint: 82) = 1, 1>+

(al + a2

-2

9. Hints'

a. diagonals of parallelogram

c. lengths of sides of triangle

e. the length of the linejoining midpoints of
2 sides of a triangle equals one-half the
3rd side.

i. If 2 Tine segments are perpendicJiar to a
3rd line segment, they are parallel to each
other.
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Appendix IV

Tutorial Problems on Probability

1. Let S be a sample space of 4 elements:
S = {a

1 '

a2, a3, a
4

}

a. Let P be a function of S--4R such that

P(a1) =
1 1 1

, P(a2) = , P(a3) = ,

P(a4) =
1

. Does P define a Probability

Function?

b. Let P be a probability function. Find P(al)

1

,

1

,

1

if P(a2) =
3

P(a
3 6

) = P(a
4 9

) = .

c. Let P be a probability function. Find P(a1)

and P(a ) if P(a ) = P(a ) =
1

4 1

and P(a ) =

2P(a
2
).

2 3 4

d. Let P be a probaility function. Find P(a1) if

P({a2, a3)) =

P({a2, a3}) =

P(a2)

2. Two men m
1

and m
2
and three women w1, w2, w

3
are

in a chess tournament. Those of the same sex have
equal probabilities of winning, but each man is
likely to win as any woman.

a. Find the probability that a woman wins the
tournament.

b. If m
1

and w
1

are married, find the 7, obability

that one of them wins the tournament.
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3. Let a die be weighted so that the probability of
a number appearing when the die is tossed is pro-
portional to the given number (e.g. 6 has twice
the probability of appearing as 3). Let A =
{even number} , B = {prime number}, C = (odd
number}.

a. Describe the probability space, i.e. find
the probability of each sample point.

b. Find P(A), P(B), and P(C).
c. Find the probability that

i. An even or prime number occurs.
ii. An odd prime number occurs.

iii. A but not B occurs.

4. Determine the probability of each event:

a. An even number appears in the toss of a fair
die.

b. A king appears in drawing a single card from
an ordinary deck of 52 cards.

c. At least one tail appears in the toss of three
fair coins.

d. A white marble appears in drawing a single
marble from an urn containing 4 w'Ite, 3 red
and 5 blue marbles.

5. Let A and B be events with P(A) =
3 1

, P(B) = ,

and P(A11B) =
1

. Find

a. P(AUB)
b. P(A') and P(B')
c. P(A'n B1)
d. P(All)B?)
e. p(AriBI)
f. P(BnA7)

6. Let A and B be events with P(AL)B) =
3

,

3
2 1

P(A?) = --and P(An
4

B) = Find

a. P(A)
b. P(B)
c. P(Af)B1)
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7. A die is tossed 100 times. The following table
lists the six numbers and frequency with which
each number appeared?

Number 1 2 3

Frequency 14 17 20 18 15 16

Find the relative frequency of the event.

a. A 3 appears.
b. A 5 appears
c. An even number appears

d. A prime appears.

8. Three light bulbs are chosen at random from 15

bulbs of which 5 are defective. Find the probability

that:

a. None of the three chosen is defective.

b. Exactly one of the three chosen is defective.

c. At least one of the three chosen , defective.

9. Let A and B be events with P(AUB) = 7/8,

P(AAB) = 1/4 and P(A') = 5/8. Find P(A), P(B),

and P(Ae1E3').

10. Let A and B be events with P(A) . 1/2, P(ALIB) = 3/4

and P(B') = 5/8. Find P(AelB), P(AT\E"), P(A't.) B')

and P(B(NA').

11. Let S = {a1, a9, . . as} and T = {b1, b2,...,bt}

be finite probability spaces. Let the number pij =

P(al)P(bj) be assigned to the ordered pair (al, bj)

in the product set

S X T= ((s,t): s F S, tC,T).

Show that the pij define a probability space on

SXT, i.e. that the pij are non-negative and add up

to one.
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12. A pair of fair dice: is thrown. Find the
probability that the sum is 10 or greater if:

a. A 5 appears on the first die.

b. A 5 appears on at least one of the dice.

13. Three fair coils are tossed. Find the probability

that they are all heads if

a. The first coin is heads.
b. One of the coins is heads.

14. A pair of fair dice is thrown. If the two

numbers appearing are different, find the
probability p that

a. The sum is six
b. An ace appears

c. The sum is 4 or less

15. An urn contains 7 red marbles and 3 white marbles.

Three marbles are drawn from the urn one after

the other. Find the probability p that the first

two are red and the third is white.

16. The students in a class are se!ected at random,

one after the other, for an examination. Find

the probability p that the boys and i :rls in the

class alternate if

a. the class consists of 4 boys and 3 girls.

b. the class consists of 3 boys and 3 girls.

17. An urn contains 3 red marbles and 7 white marbles.

A marble is drawn from the urn and a marble of

the other color is then put into the urn. A second

marble is drawn from the urn.

a. Find he probability p that the second marble

'is red.
b. If both marbles were of the same color, what

is the probability p that they were both white.

18. We are given two urns as follows:

Urn A contains 3 red and 2 white marbles.

Urn B contains 2 red and 5 white marbles.
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An urn is selected at random: a marble is
drawn and put into the other urn; then a
marble is drawn from the second urn. Find

the probability p that both marbles drawn are

of the same color.

19. The probability that a man will live 10 more

years is 1/4, and the probability that his wife

will live 10 more years is 1/3, Find the

probability that

a. Both will be alive in 10 years.

b. At least one will be alive in 10 years.

c. Neither will be alive in 10 years.

d. Only the wife will be alive in 10 years.

20. We are given two urns as follows:

Urn A contains 5 red marbles, 3 white marbles
and 8 blue marbles.
Urn 8 contains 3 red marbles and 5 white marbles.

A fair die is tossed; if 3 or 6 appears, a
marble is chosen from B, otherwise a marble
is chosen from A. Find the probability that
(a) a red marble is chosen, (b) a white marble

is chosen, (c) a blue marble is Chosen.
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Answers to Probability Problems

1. (a) No (b)

(c) P(a1) = 1/3,

2. (a) 3/7

3. (a) Let P(1) = p.

7/18

P(a
2

) = 1/6 (d) 1/6

(b) 3/7

The P(2) = 2p, P(3) = 3p,
P(4) = 4p, P(5) = 5p, and P(6) = 6p.

P(1) = P(2) = 21 , P(3) = , P(4) = ,

P(5) = , P(6) =

(b)

1

'c'

4 1210 3
, , 7

20 8 10

21 ' 21 ' 21

4. (a) 1/2, (b) 1/13 (c) 7/8 (d) 1/3

5. (a) 5/8 (b) 5/8 and 1/2 (c) 3/8

(d) 3/4 (e) 1/8 (f) 1/4

6. (a) 1/3 (b) 2/3 (c) 1/12

7. (a) .20 (b) .15 (c) .51 (d) .52

8. There are 455 ways to choose 3 bulbs from the
15 bulbs.

"

120

91

226 24
455

or

(c) 1 -
24
-§7 =

67

9. 3/8, 3/4, 1/8

10. 1/8, 1/4, 7/8, 1/4

12. (a) 1/3 (b) 3/11

13. (a) 1/4 (b) 1/7
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15. 7/40

16. (a) 1/35 (b) 1/10 Two mutually exclusive
cases--first student a boy
or first student a girl]

17. (a) 17/50 (b) Probability that both were
white is 21/50.
Probability that both were
same color is 12/25.

21 , 12 7

P / t5 -8

18. Construct a tree diagram. There are four paths
which lead to two marbles of the same color.

19.

20.

1

P

3 3 1 2 3
+ -1'57.'74-

(a) 1/12 (b)

(d) 1/4

(a) 1/3 (b)

1 2 2 1 5 1 901

4. isso

1/2 (c) 1/2

1/3 (c) 1/3

42 f
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Appendix V

Sample of the Computer Segment Program

Write a program to calculate the average of the
following numbers.

9.6, 87.2, 33.49, .987, 8.34

C PROGRAM NUMBER 1 FINDS THE AVERAGE

C OF THE NUMBERS (9,6, 87.2, 33.49, S37, 8.34

A=9.6

B =87.2

C=33.49

S=.987

P=8.34

AVE=(A+C+S+P+B)/5

WRITE (6,100) AVE

100 FORMAT (2X,8HAVERAGE=, E18.7)

STOP

END
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Appendix VI

Sample of the Computer Segment Program

Write a program which will compare two values, A and
B, and perform the following:

If A > B then write A

If A < B then write B

If A = B then write a comment stating
that they were equal.

Construct the program so that it will perform the
above on n sets of A and B.

In particular let n = 5 and let the 5 sets of
A and B be

A B

3 5

8 4

7 7

5 2

3 3

The program will first be written as if there were
only 1 set of A and B. When this has been
accomplished we will extend the program for n

sets of A and B.
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C PROGRAM NUMBER 5 S1

READ(5,100) A,B S2

100 FORMAT(2F10.0) S3

IF(A-B)2,3,4 S4

3 WRITE(6,101) S5

101 FORWT(14X 21HTHE VALUES WERE EQUAL) S6

GO TO 5 S7

4 WRITE(6,102) A S8

102 FORMAT(14X,2HA=, E17.8) S9

GO TO 5 S10

2 WRITE(6,103) B Sli

103 FORMAT(14X,2HB=,E17.8) S12

5 STOP S13

END S14

$ENTRY

Col. 1-10 Col. 11-20

3. 5.

The symbol Sn (n=1,2,14) to the right of each state-
ment is not part of the language, but a method of label-
ing each statement for reference in the text that
follows.

For the values A=3. and B=5. only the statements S2,
S4, S11, and S13 would be executed. They were executed
in that order. This is what we wanted.

If A=8. and B=4. then statements S2, S4, S8, S10
and S13 would be the only ones executed. They would
be executed in that order. Exactly what is wanted.
If A=7. and B=7 what statements would be cuted?
Thus the program works properly for any set of values
A and B.
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The program will be rewritten to work for n sets of
values A and B.

C PROGRAM NUMBER 5 (GENERALIZED)

ICOUNT=0

READ(5,100) NSETS

100 FORMAT (110)

6 READ(5,101) A,E

101 FORMAT(2F10.0)

1F(A7B)2,3,4

3 WR1TE(6,104)

104 FORMAT(14X,21HTHE VALUES WERE EQUAL)

GO TO 5

4 WRITE(6,102)

102 FORMAT(14X,2HA=, t17.6)

GO TO 5

2 VIRITE(6,103) B

103 FORMAT(14X,2HB=, E17.8)

5 ICOUNT- ICOUNT +1

1F(NSETS.EQ.ICO0NT) STOP

GO 10 6

END

SENTRY
Col. 10

5

Col. 1-10 Col. 11-20

3. 5.

8. 4.

7. 7..

5. 2.

3.. 3.
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Appsndix VII

Sample of the Computer Segment Prograu;

Generalize program 9 to find the sum of the even
inteosrs starting with n and extending through m.
n and m are even integers.
i.c. SUM = n + (n + 1) + (n + 2) + m

From program 9 we know that

2 + 4 6 + + k =
4

(k + 2)

Applying this fact twice we nave

n + (n - 1) + (n + 2) + + m = T (m + 2) -

(n - 2)
(n -

4
+ 2)

=
4

(m + 2) -
4

(n 2)

In particular find the following sums.

2 + 4 +6+ + 100 n= 2, m= 100

8 + 10 + 12 + + 20 n = 3, m = 20
42 + 44 + 46 + + 96 n = 42, m = 96

100 + 102 + + 200 n = 100, m = 200

Let the variable nstart be the value n.

Let the variable nfinal be the value m.

Let the variable numtim be the number of sums,

which we want the program to find
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C PROGRAM NUMBER 10

ICOUNT=0

RLAD(5,100) NUMTIM

100 FORMAT(2110)

8 READ(5,100) NSTART, NFINAL

NSAVE=NSTART

NSUM=0

5 NSUM=NSUM+gSTART

NSTART=NST,RT+2

IF(NFINAL TART)6,5,5

6 FNFINL=Isi

FNSTRT=N,

CHECK=(FNFINL/4.)*(FMFINL+2.) - (FNSTRT/4.)*(FNSTRT-2.)

WRITE(6,104)NSAVE, NFINA1_, NSUM, CHECK

104 FORMAT(2X,2HN=,110,2X,2HM=,110,2X,8HSUMMING=,110,2X

110HBYFORMULA,E17.8

ICOUNT=ICOUNT+1

IF(NUMTIM-ICOUNT)9,9,8

9 STOP

END

$ENTRY

Col. 10 Col. 20

4

2

8

42

100

100

20

-96

200
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Appendix VIII

Teacher Evaluation Questionaire

Stephens College

Sex

Class Grade Point Average

Directions. It is the desire of your instructor to
achieve the best possible instruction in this course.
To help accomplish the purpose, this evaluation sheet
was devised to obtain a systematic poll of student
opinion. Carefully consider each question, then
record your judgment by encircling one of the letters
A, B, C, D, E for each item. A blank space has been
provided at the end for adding comments you wish to
make.

1. Were important objectives met?
A

The course is an Contributes about This course
important contri- as much as the doesn't seem
bution to my average college worthwhile to
college education. course. me.

2. Does instructor's presentation of subject matter
enhance learning?

A
Presentation Presentation not Presentation
very meaning- unusual'y aood or often confusing;
ful and bad, about average. seldom helpful.
facilitates
leadming.

3. Is instructor's speech effective/

A B C D

Instructor's Speech sometimes
speaking skill invites attention
concentrates my on speaker rather
attention on than subject.
subject.

E

Speech usually
distracting,
concentration
very difficult.
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4. How well does the instructor work with students?

A

I feel welcome I feel hesitant
to seek extra to ask for extra
help as often help.

as needed.

E

I would avoid
asking this
instructor for
extra help unless
absolutely
necessary.

5. Does the instructor stimulate independent thinking?

A

Instructor con- In general, I do
tinually in- only the usual
spires me to thinking in-
extra effort volved in the
and thought assignments.
beyond course
requirements.

D E

I seldom do more
than rote memory
work and cramming.

6. Do grading procedures give valid results?

A

Instructor's
estimate of my
over all
accomplishments
has been quite
accurate to
date.

instructor's
estimate of my
accomplishments
is of average
accuracy.

L E

I feel that the
instructor's
estimate is quite
inaccurate.

7. How does this instructor rank with others you have
had?

One of the best Satisfactory or
instructors I above average.
have ever had.

.e of the

poorest instructors
I have ever had.

Comments;

(favorable)

(unfavorable)
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Appendix IX

Format Evaluation Sheet

As you all know this course is In the stage of
development. We would therefore appreciate your
filling out the followIng questionaire. You will
note that your response Is anonymous. You should
thus find little difficulty in being quite frank.
In each question please check the appropriate box.

1. As a final grade in this course I expect to
receive an:

A 5

2. I found the text materials-

Very Useful

Of Little Value

3. I fourd the lectures:

Very Useful

Of Little Value

Cf Average Use

Of Average Use

4. I found the Tutorials.

Very Useful Of Average Use

Of Little Value

5. I use the Problem Sessions'

Frequently Occassionally

Not at all

6. Compared with other mathematics Courses I have

had, I found the Course:

Challenging Of Average Difficulty

Easy
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7. Compared with other Mathematics Courses i have
had I found the Course.

Very Interesting

Dull

8. On the basis of my background in Mathematics,
I think the course was:

Fairly Interesting

Too Hard About Fight Too Easy

9. I found the Computer Work

Very Interesting

Dull

10. I found the Computer Work!

Too Hard About Right

Too Easy

11. I found the. notes on the use of Comp.,ler:

Fairly Interesting

Very Helpful Fairly Helpful

Not Helpful

12. Compared with other courses I am taking at
Stephens. I found the course

Very Challenging Fairly Challenging

Not Challenging

13. It is my intent to take!

Additional Mathematics Courses

No more Math Courses

49 .
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14. I felt that the lectures and tutorials were.

Sufficiently Coordinated

Insufficiently Co-ordinated

15. I would suggest the following changes to improve
the Course. (Please feel free to make any
sucgestion you wish.)

Appendix X

Reprinted on the following pages are two
sample Journal articles used for collateral reading
and discussion In the Tutorial Sections of the, Finite
Mathematics Course.
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Tessellations
ALIVE TUBE lid et 4T tul

The greatest handicap a pupil ran have
in the study of mnthrmatics 13 the belief that
it is priTraril? logit-ai. These are strong words;
but strong words are r.reesary.

liat distinguishes a inathetnatit
Solely it is his insight. his intuitive gral., of
the mathematical aspects .d situations. and
h ability iii choose and to use appropriate
tcehniquo.. (:;nly in the use or these techniques
are wc onquestionabit concerned t. ith Ingi,..

surgeon terds to judged by his
mastery ot technique and his skill at manipu-
lation. But before he starts any operation he
must know exactly what he is trying to do.
and he must decide how he is going to do it.
The same pattern is evident in any task you
4:art, to consider - in building an airlinet,
in keeping hens, in teaching a elms. There
is a great temptation to ignore these two
essential preliminaries as the) usually involve
only thought. Indeed, in repetitive work they
are relegated to the unconscious we aro
sad to have ' 'experience" and know what to
do without thinking. But without the mate-
Offs and direction supplied by the first two
stages the third stage of Odeon becomes as
meaningless as a computer without an
operator.

Throw a problem at a mathematician.
What does he do? He thinks about it. if
necessary he will translate it into his own
languageand this may cause hint the
greatest trouble. Then he will look tOr a
pattern and try to relate it to what he knows.
Suddenly he jumps up with an exclamation,
grab s a pencil and scribbles furiously. If pus
intuition was right and his manipulation is
souixi he will soon produce an answer. But
note that the bulk of his work was done
before he started writing.

54

icepri.nted from: Math2waricl,

Teadlia- 3t10-,mr

GEOr FREY 4.el1 .i.S
Atraika.qat Perth.

Now look at any seem p.,Ir r t?t mathe-
matics. lt,:tu;re the compotation and IN etas IS

Possiblj a couple. of Ind; ..rotet, ste.-eo-
typed problems. Is this.' decnt prej)arattoit
for he? Is the altility to pas. such exams any
indication 0 ahilit) to ire metlionoties in
real hie probleort" What c/c.itce do candi-
dates have to din clop thtic in.ttheniatical
intuition! ire teach should ritix itttut-
lion ai.d reaam itt quatititic, iont.d sti the
age e.ttel {hilt!: tht.se hiiii3 taught.
l'Itiou4itout the whole of school intunt-
mails* a. pi tertary aim should be to highlight
the th-tt trason eau give to ir.ttuiti,..n.

The Q islrsirrt ProbIztri
-fie fullowing pronlem uhuic rose cltuie

naturally aiid tmexpectedis rest eft roe oft
on art inrstigation which call be hest
described as a.. adventure. Some lAws we 'c
making wail lar.:ips. These were to hate
conical shades which would be made out of
rivatire circles of varthrnent. Now much
p-urcliment should i order? Once sizes and
nuta'oers were krirmn this was a straight
forwald matter. But it hid a far more interest-
tog question: if a manufacturer had to supply
a huge number of quads ants all stamped out
of sheet parchment how small could hr keep
his wastage?

Clearly the relative site of the sheets of
parchment and the required quadrants is
important. If the quadrants were larger than
the :,!wets the wastage would be 1000.. On
the ()the' hand the larger tl.r, sheets the
smaller the edge effects will be. 'Does one
appreciate this by reason or by intuition)
Let as avoid this difficulty by, supposing a
conunuom sheet of parchment.



Fig. I - Random ituti tog

Now we have to consider host we should
cut out the quadrants if we what to minimise
waste. We could work empirically, packing
them in one by one like groceries in a box.
(Fits. I) But it seems reuonalite to suppose
that the best method will form a regular
pattern. (At least it seems so to me, But I
certainly w ould not like to prove that it is so.)

Assuming this regulariry, we tau find the
percentage wastage by considering one
"unit" of the pattern, as every other unit
will be exactly the same. In other words
roe ere koAirtgAr. a .hape u.hish msw eireumtreibe
the required quadrant with et knit extra area as
possibA, - but wheel: must al co be suitable. for
tessellating a plane. For example the plane
could be tessellated with squares. and (M
quadrant could ix tut out of eath square.
(Fig. 2). In this case the wastage is
Not very gtxid.

Pig. 2-.-Ordered peeking

Now, this restatemeat of the problem is a
big step forward. We know this by the
number of ideas and puaaibilities that zit
now jumping into our minds. There arc many
ways of proceeding and it is difficult to know
which to choose. Let as have a look at a
.touple of them. (If you 'rant the fun of
working it out for yourself stop re..ding now
and con's look at the dins,:ams!).
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fatakt
Let its try ha:tag quadrants together

inetfav!a.aily. knowing that taur quadrants
can make a circle a try pathing circle

rnarLing in the background
tessellation- "I hat as tar as we can go with
caches. Fun sit a minute! !lc,. 3 uses the
iarn? ;rsiclia; ion as Fig. 2. and tt:4Ing the
tiara, one again we could arrange the quad-
rants a; in big. i in which they vatste can be
obviously decreased by 'squeezing". This
raises a nice problem of a mire traditional
type: what is the percantage tvastage now ?
But this still involves real thought and not

just manipulatien).

What about other ways of fitting quadrants
together methodically? Now it as not go easy
to visualise passible arranaeraenis. The best
was to proceed would be to cut .ore nut and
try . . . Are/no matt collet: a .fea. (tutelar beer
onus on next visit to pub.)

Patti 2
What tessellations are there.' Can we

adapt them to suit our quadrant p:ablera!
Let us go through some of them: square
4.we'oe. considered this already 't. rectangle
(have a look at Fig. a.... parallelogram oats
ideas' I haven't : t :iangle k Fig. 6 -this can
be adapted as shown later to give a WhiliCiA).

What await the quadrilateral' We tia it
douhtfulls. It works! tFig 7; hat us use
But how do we circuinscribe 4 quadrilateral
of minimum area route: our quadrant?
%Fag. Si, Ts it A., B. or C? After same thought
our intuition tells us that is tail! be it kite
composed of two ivaceles triangles. Or do
we arrive at this coaclusitut On
Razing at it a few minutes longer we realise
that it is a quarter of a regular octagon.
Interesting! On looking bat k at Fig. 4 we see
that the basic quadrilateral is a quarter of a
regular hexagon. More interesting!

Fig. 9 shows lava of the tessellation we g:t.
Might. we nut decrease the wastage by
squeezing it a hit rnore so that the right angles
came through to meet the ciretunferencea?
Naltat dues that make the wastage now?

Where do we go after quar.k!lateerds?
Pentagons? The regular pentane r_ will not
tessellate. Whet pentagons will This is more
difficult. It is part of the general problem
that we must row tackle: milt n'e'ars are
minable far farming tesselle.laa?



Fig. 3Square pad* of circles

Fig. 4 Triangular packing of circles

AN MINSII
11111e

MIENliana
1'

hg. .1quars packing al quadrants

Fig. liTriangle-bassd tessellation

Fig. 7 eiadrila"tral-based tessellation

A

Fig. 8Which fradrila:eral has minirum area?
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Before starting this let us review our
progress so far. Having tidied up our
problem we used our experience and intuition
to express it in a ditii rent way. We knew that
the new form was better because of the
thoughts and ideas it pmvoked. Now, apart
from having found a number of ways of
tessellating the parchment. we have gained
experience with tessellations on which we
nth draw later.

But is this mathematics? Although it looks
like geometry we have not invoked Euclid,
and no standard techniques have been used
except in calculating the percentage waste.
Dees this type of work benefits pupil in any
oat ? Or would he lie better WI-doing anot het
Fifty examples on factorisation!

I suggest that this kind of investigation
helps to develop an attitude of n ,t1 which
incorporates (a; critical awareness of the
problem: ;b1 a directed intuition, tc) a
flexibility of approach. What better prepara-
tion can we give to pupils who will have to
fa,:e so many unforeseeable problems in the
last quarter of this century? This attitude of
mind is of far greater importance even than
mathematics, itself.

Nor is it only the minority who require
this preparation. No one can expect to be
hysassed by the rapid advance of technology.
Th., centuries-old demand for unskilled
labour is rapidly diminishing. Few of our
pupils will find themselves in jobs where they
are not expected to think. The vast majority
will be involved in new techniques and
modern developments whatever career they
choose. And there will he a premium on
clear thinking.

Tasarliatiosts
For convenience let us call any shape

which can form a plane tessellation a tees.
Let us approach the problem of what shapes
are messes by considering how a tessellation
is termed. Look at one of the quadrilaterals
in Fig. 7. How is it related to its neighbours?
Sooner or later we see that a rotation of
1804 is involved about the mid-point of a
side. This explains how a tessellation is bum.

The same is true of the triangular tessella-
tion. But here out ex-aet once and reasoning
help us to see further. We can think of a
triangle as a quadrilateral with one side of
negligible length. As a rotation of the quad-
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rtiateral about the mid-point of this side is
equivalent to the rotation of the triangle
about a vertex, we see that the rotation of
any triangle in the tessellation through 180
about the mid-point of any side or about any
ver!ex gives the position of another triangle
of the tessellation. Indeed the whole tessciia-
tion is symmetrical about these points.

Leisurely pondering these ideas, we
suddenly see an important edvance we can
make. The sides of the triangle or quadri-
lateral do not have to be straight fur it to be
a less- sa tang to they art 3yhimitti, a/ alma their
mid-points. ;Fig. 10, Let to exit these modified
triangles and quadrilaterals triaider anz.i
quadriaides.

Fig. /0.4 triad and a quadriside

We can now give a sutheicia condition for
a shape to be a tess..larfigart will he a less if
its perimeter can be divided by three a, Pur
"maim" luta saes each (y. which i< quisieincal
about ils mid-poini. This infolds an enormous
range of possibilities. To avoid the danger
of bewilderment amongst such proliferation



let us take refuge in square': paper. Fig. 11
shows some straightforward quadrisides.

Fig. 11

On trying to draw a triside in this way we
snake a most interesting discovery. The
vertices of a test need not lie on the edge of
its area (Fig. 12). This increases once more
the range of shapes we can show to be
tetees. rig. 13 shows the twelve ways in which
a shape can be made by simply joining five
squares. S. W. Colomb calls them "pentom-
inoes" ( "polyomino" being the complete
ge.aeralisation of domino).* All the pentorn-
inoes can be shown to be trisiles. And if you
find that straightforward could you check
that the same is true of the 35 hezorninoes?

trtt
1 'Y

1.-+ 'r
o

4-+
4. 4 -4

Fig. 12

Sec Gardner: Mathematical Puzzles and Diversions
from Seicnihe American Olen,.
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Fig. 13These pentominots are all trisvies

Where does all this get as? Let us go back
to our quadrant problem and see how we
can apply what we have kunst nut --especially
the idea of "virtual': vertices, Thinking
again of the pentagon, we soon I raise that
we can state: any pentagon is a tens if ht.() of its
sides are parallel (Fig. 14). This leads to a
better solution. But once ngaia how do we
draw the pentagon round the quadrant ?
I am satisfied that the area will be a rniturnans

Fig. 14

Fig. 15

when the pentagon is a quarter of a regular
decagon (Fig. I If you wish to prove it
go ahead.. For me a formal proof would be
irrelevant as it would not add to my con-
viction.
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A 21-5%
Figs,
2,3,5

B 9.25%
Fig. 4

G 4.56%
Fig. 5

squashed

D 21.5%
Fig. 6

Fig. 11:

What about the percentage wastage ? Fig.
16 shows the seven solutions in the order in
which we found them. Tice decrease in
wastage between A and 0 is quite remarkable
and could represent a big saving in cost of
material in istrp,C scale production. The
actual calculation of these wastages is of
interest itea as it stresses the need for .finding
a rout,! to the goal rather than the application
of a technique.

Now we ea back and heave a sigh. We
have reached what is surety the best solution.
We cannot imagine anyone improving on
3.3%.,. What is more, we think smugly, we
know all about tessellations. At a time like
this it is fitting that one's complacency should
be shaken. We try rutting two of our final
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Fig. 17Dislocated tessellation

IL 5.20",o
Fig. 9

1. 56(0

squ-islicd

Cr 310.,
1

pentagons hark 19 bac phi i5,. Idly vrt-
draw in a diagonal and finc lhat what we
have is essentially two quadrilaterals! If we
had known what to look rot ;ye could haw:
seen this soluticni right back at 1-'44. 7 !

Then 15,71 get another rude awakentirg
when we realise, possibly on sctIc4icg solution
C, that we can dislocate our basic quadri
lateral tessellation anr.1 get another type of
tessellation (Fig. 17).

Finally, it was at about this stage that I
received Mathematics Teaching No. 21 con-
taining some ra.scinriting exalt-pies or the
work of M. C. Escher, Includin7 the one
below. Quite clnarly it was about time I
studied tessellatioin.

Fig. 18

Fig. 18 is reproduced from Me book "The Graphic Work 4 Al. (:. Eselier.) by permission rf Me
publishers, Oldboicrne Press.
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Reprinte6 tram: :ale Amemenn
Mathemoicat Sax, Arr1 1, 1950,

THE ARCHITECTUItE MAT/I3MATICS*

rirziOLAS EouepArt t

1. Mathematic or mataemeties? To present a view of the entire field of
mathematical science as it exists, --this is an enterprise which presents, at first
sight, almost insurmountable difficulties, on account of the extent and the varied
character of the subject. As is the case in all other rciences, the number of
mathematicians and the number of works devoted to mathematics have greatly
increased since the end of the 19th century. The memoirs in pure mathematics
published in the world during a normal year cover several thousands of pages.
Of course, not all of this material is of equal value; but, after full allowance has
been malt for the unavoidable tares, it remains true nevertheless that mathe-
matical science is ..nriched each year by a mass of new results, that it spreads
and branches out steadily into theories, which are subjected to modifications
based on new foundations, compared and combined with one another. No
mathematician, even were he to devote all his time to the task, would be able to
follow all the detaili of this development. Many mathematicians take up
quarters in a corner of the domain of mathematics, which they do not intend to
leave; not only do they ignore almost completely what does not concern their
special field, but they are unable to understand the language and the terminology
used by colleagues who are working in a corner remote from own. Even
among those who have the widest training, there are none who dc; not feel lost
in certain regions of the immense world of mathematics; those who, like Pohl-
earl; or Hilbert, put the seal of their genius on almost every domain, constitute
a very great exception even among the men of greatest accomplishment.

It must therefore be out of the question to give to the uninitiated an exact
picture of that which the sathemeticians themselves can net conceive in its
totality. Nevertheless it is.legitithate to ask whether this exuberant prolifera
don makes for the development of a strongly constructed orgaimm, acquiring
ewe greater cohesion and unity with Its new growths, er whether it is the ex
tend manifestation. cif a tendency towards a progressive splintering, inherent
in the very nature of mathematics, whether the domain of mathematics is not
becoming a tower of Babel, is which autonomous disciplines are being more and
more widely separated from one another, not only in their alms, but also in their
methods and even in their language. In other words, do we have today a math&
made or do we have several mathematics?

Although this question is perhaps of greater urgency now than ever before,
it is by no means a new one; it has been asked almost from the very beginning of
matLematical science. Indeed, quite apart from applied mathematics, there has

Authorised ounalatke by Arnold Dresden of a chapter in 'La pods dramatis de it pantie
mathfrasdqu edited by F. Le Llano'''. (Cabins du Sud, 1943).

Profaner N. Bourbeld, formerly of the Royal Peldaviao Academy, now residing in Nancy,
Frame, le the author of a comprubenalve trestles of modern marbernatke, in course of publicstke
seder the title Mari* Malistmatteue (Harmsen it Cie, Paris 1939.. ), d which tea voinnam
bore appearedea tee
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always existed n dualism between the origins of geometry and of arithmetic
(certainly in their elementary aspects), since the latter was at the start a science
of discrete magnitude, while the former has always been a science of continuous
extent; these two respects have brought alicut twit points of view which have
been In opposition to each other since the discovery of irrationalo. Indeed, it is
exactly this diacclvery which defeated the first attempt to unify the science, pis.,
the arithmetizatibn of the Pythagoreans ("everything is numbers).

It would carry us too far if we were to attempt to follow the vicissitudes of
the unitary conception of mathematics from the period of Pythagoras to the
present time. Moreover this task would suit a philosopher better than a mathe-
matician; for it is a common characteristic of the various attempts to integrate
the whole cf mathematics into a coherent wholewhether we think or Plato,
of Descartes or of Leibnitz, of arittmetization, cr of the logistics of the 19th
centurythat they have all been Made in connection with a philesophical
system, more or leis wide in scope; always starting 'tom a priori views concern -
lug the relations of mathematics with the twofold universe of the external
world and the world of thought. We can do no better bn this point than to refer
the reader to the historical and critical study of L. Brunechvicg El 1. Our task
is a mote modest and a less extensive one; we shall not undertake to examine the
relations of mathematics to reality or to the great categories of thought: we
intend to remain within di a field of mathematics and we shall for On answer
to the question villich we have raised, by analyzing the procedures of mathe-
road= themselves.

t. Lagoa formalism and axiomatic method. After the more or lets evident
bankruptcy of the different systems, to which we have referred above,_ it looked,
at the beginning of the present century ;as if the attempt had just about !een
abandoned to conceive of mathematics as a science characterized by a definitely
specified purpose and method; instead there was a tendency to look upon mathe-
matics as "a collection of disciplines based on particular, exactly specified con-
cepts," interrelated, by "a thousand roads of communication," allowing the
methods of any one Of these disciplines; to fertilize one. or more of the others
El, page 4441. Today, we believe however that the internal evolution of mathe-
matical science hail, in spiteof appearance, brought about a closer unity among
its different parts, so as to create something like a central nucleus that is more
coherent than it has ever been The essential aspect of this evolution has been
the systematic study of. the relations existing between different mathematical
theories, and whkh 'has led to what is generally known as the `axiomatic
method."

The words "forzialism" and formalletic method" are altan often used; bet it
is important to be on one's guard . from. the start against the confusion Which
may be caused by. the tie of these ill-defined words, and which is but too fre-
qUentlY 'made' use of 'by .the opponents of the axiomatic Inehod. Everyone
knows that superficially mathematics appears as this "long chain of reasons* of
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which Descartes spoke; every methernatical hone e 13 a concatenetioa of
preposition, ea-ch one dcF eed from the. precedieg enitz in conformity with the
rules of a ieriCal system, vhich is cseendelly tl. one codified, -.5 ince the time of
Aristotle, under the tonne of "formal keit," conveniently adapted to e par-
ticular aims of the re.athematieian. Es tbersfore a rneeningless treism. to say
that this "deductive reasonings is a onifyiee prireeple for mathematics.
ouperfi.cial a remerk can certainly not account fa: the evident complexity of
elireeecnt mathematical theories, not any more than one ceuld, for wtample,
unite phyeica mei biology into a tingle science on the neound that both use the
experimental method. The method of reasoning by means of chains of syllogiemo
is nothint; but a treneforming reeehanisin, applicable just as well to one set of
premises as to another; it cou'tti not serve then 're to characterize these
premises. In other words, it is the external form which. the mathematician given
to his thought, the vehicle which makes it accessible to others,* in short, the
Language :miter: to tnathematica; this is all, no further cignificance seould be
attached to it. To lay down the rules of this language, to set up its voezbulery
and to chuify its syntax, all that is indeed extremely useful; indeed this consti-
tete3 one aspect of the axiomatic method, the one that can prole only S called
logical formalism (or "iogistics" as it is eorletimea called). Bet ere emphasize
that it is but one aspect of this method., indeed the levet interenting ace.

What the axiomatic method sets as its essential nine, is free Ay that
logical formalism by itself can not supply, namely the profound intelligibility of
mathematics. just. as the cerberimental method starts from the a prior; belief
in the permanence of natural laws, no the axiomatic Method lens its corneestcne
in the conviction that, nor only is mathematics not a randetnly developing con-
catenation of syllogisms, but neither is it a collection of mere ce lens ilastute"
tricks, arrived at by lucky combinations, in whiCh purely technical deo:mess
wins the day. Where, the euperficiel °hemmer secs only two, rr. several, eitt!;:e
distinct theories, lending erre another uneepecte.d support" (I, page 44.5]
through .the intervention of a mathematician of geaies, the axiomatic method
teaches us to /oak for the deep-lying reasons for such a discover!, to (And the
common ideas of these theorise, buried under the accumulation of details proo-
erly belonging to each of them, to bring theee ideas forward and to put them in
their proper light:

3. The notion of structuee. In what form can thin be done? It is here that
the axiomatic method conics closest to the experimental method. Like the latter
drawing its strength from the source of Cartesieniem,it "divid.e the dini-
culties in order to overcome them better." It will try, in the denonstration3 of a
theory, to separate out the principal raainsprine° of its argumente; then, taking
each of these separately and formulating it in abstract form, it will develop.....,..

* Indeed every instheratielau knows Vat a proof has not really been undenttcad if one VAS
done wthitt n't". #126 verifying atep.by step the enrrwtness of the tind7ctions of r'hich it
oonapmed, and has not trial to gain a clear insight into the ideals which have to tr the construe.
don cf the articular chain of deductions io piderence to every other one.
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the consequences which followfrom it alone: Returning after that to the theory
under consideration, it will recombine the component elements, which had previ-
ously been separated out, and it will inquire how these different components in-
fluence one another. There is indeed nothing new in this classical going to-and
fro between analysis and synthesis; the originality of the method lies entirely in
the way in which it is applied.

to order to illustrate the procedure which we have just sketched. by an
example, we shall rake one of the oldest (and also one of the simplest) of axio-
matic theories, iris. that of the "abstract. groups." Let us consider for example,
the three following operations: 1. the addition of real numbers, their sum (posi.
tive negative or zero) being defined in the usual manner; 2. the multiplication of
integers modulo a prime number P,* (where the elements under consideration
are the whole numbers 1, 2, , p - -1) and the 'product" ai two of these
numbers is, by agreement, defined as the remainder of the division of their usual
Product by p; 3 the "composition" of displacements in three-dimensional
Euclidean space, the "resultant" (or "product") of Iwo displacements S, T
(taken in this order) being defined as the displacement obtained by carrying
out first the displacement 7' and then the displacement S. In each of these three
theories, one makes correspond, by means of a procedure defined for each theory,
to two elements x, y (taken in that order) of the set tinder consideration (in the
first case the set of real numbers, in the second the set of numbers 1, 2, -
p -1, in the third the set of all displacements) a well-determined third element;
we shall agree to designate this third element in all three cases by cry (this will
be the sum of x and y if x and y are real numbers, their product 'modulo p" if
they are integers sp-t, their resultant if they are displacements). If we now
examine the various properties of this 'operation" in each of the three theories,
we discover a remarkable parallelism; but, in each of the separate theories, the
properties are interconnected, and an analysis of their logical connections leads
us to select a small number of them which are independent (i.c., none of them le a
logical consequence of all the others). For example,* one can take the three
following. which we shall express by means of our symbolic notation, common
to the three theories, but which it would be very easy to translate into the par -
ticular language of each of them:

(a) For all elements x, y, s, one has pr(yrs) (xry)rs ("associativity" of the
operation xry);

(b) There exists in element e, such that for every element x. one has six
exxrecx (:or the addition of real numbers, it is the number 0; for multiplica-
tion "modulo pi", it is the number 1; for the composition of displacements, it is
the "identical" displacement, which leaves every point of space fixed);

(c) Corresponding to every element x, there exists an element x' such that
xrex'rxese (for the addition of real numbers x# is the number x; for the

There is nothing absolute in this choice: sevaal sysuins of axioms are known which are
'equivalent" to the one which we are stating explicitly. the Wows of each of these systems being
Inks, consequences of the Axioms of any other one;
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composition of disp!acements, it the ainvorsc".:liapiaceinont of x, i.e. theMs-
placenient which replaces each pnir.tthat had been clis.p.51,t.ed by x to its original
poSition; for multiplication "mciclitlu P," the ex::,,teucP of x' follows from a vet
simple aritlmetic argument.4`

It follows then that the properties which ran be e-cprsssod it the same way in
the three theories, by means of the cominon notation, are consequences of the
three preceding ones. Let us try to show, fcr example that from...itry.g.crz fol-
lows yme; one could do this in each of the. theories by a ,.-es.Seriing peculiar to it.
But, we ear. proceed as follows by a method that is applicable in all 'cases-
from the relation try tu xi% we deriv. ha ving.tne meanitig which was defined
aboVe) :r(76-y) .-zfe'r(rri)l, thence by applying (a), (x:rx)ry (x/rX)rs; by.niearis
of (c.), this relation takes the form try.accrs, and finally', by applying (b),
whier... was to be prc'ved. In this reasoning ;Ia.-nature of the x, y, z hmier
consideration has been left completely out of. account; We helve not been con-
cerned to know' whether they are real numbers, ur integers 4.P-1, or ditip)ace
meats; the only premise that was of importance was that ths operatiOn -tryon
these elements has tiff proptsties (a), (n).; and (c). a:yen if it were Only to avoid
irlac z; rvetaims, it it readily .geen that it would. be convenleOt to develop,
once 'and or A/ the logical consequences of .he three Orope:ti'eS (a),. (b), (c)
only.' ).1..nr con venierwe, itis of course de.irabie acioPt common
terroinotogY torthttbree sets.,Ctne saYs,t;tat a set in. Which an operation wry has
been tliCsed which has.the tliree.properti.gN, (a;, (I)), (c) is providek1 Witt. a gratip
structure (or; briefly,: that it is a .groaP):, the. proPerties feel, (b), (c) are called
iiie'aiionut " the groupstrtictures, end.the d.-::yelopittent of theirctosequinicas
.,:oristitUten"sttincre up the axictratic,theor.y of group...

It can noisi tee made ciear %%iet ,;*. to be understood, in g,..neril,-by'a nrathe-
niatict;t at.t.telitre. The common character of the tlifferent concepts desigrted
by this'.generie name,- is, that they can be. applied to sets of Oen. tints.. whose
riattillet liac'neitteen specified; to define a s;ructiare, taliel.rP Riven one or

.

* We abwrit than the, left eaten the ciimbeni r, , . are
by o, can not all be distinct:, Sy exPressitn± the fact that two of these remainders are equal, ear
shows easilithat power X4 it'x exists which has a remainder equal.to.1, if now x' is thercanainder
of the 14'4 by p,'welconcitre chat the product "'nod:4o p' of x and ii' fu cqusl to 1.

*elf joeii'4iditiet saying that them it 1}0 longer nnY ceenectino betwemt ebl's.fittestiretadna
of the word. unialinal amine Unditional meaning of, "eridot truth!' ..-

:t take herea view tiitt.dWit with the thorgy onmtions, ,'nett. phtio
sepia:at 4.tir,-*Oature" of the-me the:oaf:cal ."beisig3"
or ' objects." '.taffCO it tb.sa that tint *Aran f'tic 'slisch ehlininelegnilt and twentieth ces mite

. hay* gradii4 1.eptaced the initial .pluraiilto;Uti the. i ientcl tpri rittition of . theft "'beings"
thought Of at Ink as ideal 'abstalectioes.".zol ,sense.eNUTierieess anti' .retsining.ll %mem.
geneiti4y ao...nnititry retucept.,gradually, reducing, all the Maibentaticni tiotknoc,, first to the
concept 44 nitatber ind- then,.M.aectand stage, tditse notipreaset. This latter concept,
considered for "primitivtlalUf.."UaderMshle",1141 the endless Pelensk-s,
at a rt sul4 of it.:seictretnely general, charcwW, and an. tccOunt of the verylftsite.typt.:of :ntertml
ripen" titinViehith the Alttes. Ail, not disappearpear innt the luatie n- of set itself
disaPpcniedlind 'With' it alt the metaphysicef pscutioisoblelos witceiiiiiitgina'thematiest *beings"
in the light of the rectos work oo logical formalism. 'Fra'M ible'neirpoitit of view; matisematiml
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several relations, into which these elements ent. 7* (in the case of groupe, this
was the relation s ax-re? between three arbitrary elements); then one postulates
that the given relation, or relations, satisfy certain conditions (which are ex-
plicitly stated and which arc the axioms of the structure under consideration.) t
To set up the axiomatic theory of a given structure, amounts to the deduction
of the logical consequences of the axioms of the structure, excluding every other
hypothesis on the elements under consideration (in particular, every hypotheses
as to their own nature).

4. The groat types of structures. The relations which form the starting
point for the definition of a structure can be of very different characters. The
one which occurs in the group structure is what one calls a "law of composi-
tion," i.e., a relation between three elements which determines the third uniquely .
as a function of the first two. When the relations which enter the definition of a
structure are "laws of composition," the corresponding structure is called an
algebraic structure (for example,a field structure is defined by tWo laws of com-
position, with suitahle ethnic the addition and multiplication of real numbers
define a field structure on the set of these numbers).

Another important type is furnished by.the structures defined by an order
relation; this is a relation between two elements x. y which is expressed most

.frequently in the form 'x is at most equal to y," and which we shall represent in
general by xRy. It is not at all supposed here that Et deters ;ries one of the two
elements x, y uniquely as a function of the Other; the axioms to which it is sub-
jected are the following. (a) for every x we have xRx; (b) from (be relations xRy
anti yRx folloWs xeey; (c) the relations xRy and yRs have as a consequence xRs.
An obviotis example of a set with a structure of this kind is the set of integers
(or that of real numbers), when the symbol R is replaced by the symbol S. But
it must be observed that we have not included among the axioms the following
property, which seems to be inseparable from the popular notion of "order."
"for every pair of elements A' and y, either xRy or yRx holds." in other words.
the case in which x and y are incomparable is not excluded. This may seem
paradoxical at first sight. but it is easy to give examples of very important order
structures, in which such a phenomenon appears. This is what happens when X
and Y denote parts of the same set and the relation XRY is interpreted to mean
"X is contained in Y "; again when x and y, are positive integes and xRy means

structural became, properlY speaking. the only "objects" of mathematics. The reader will find fuller
developments of this .point in articles by I. Dieudiante 12 1 and H Cartan (at

In effect, this definition of structures is. not sufficiently general for tM needs of mathe
malice: it is also necessary to consider the case in Which the relations which define a st,ructlire hold
not between elements of the .set .andet conenkiation. but also between parts of this setand even.
more 'generally; between elements of sets of still higher °degree" an the terminology of. the 'liter.
arch". of types.! For further details on this' Oint; see .141

f 'Striedy speaking, one should, in the case of groisps, count among the axioms. besides !saner-
ties (a). (b), (c) stated above, the fact that the relation sum xvy'deteratines one and only ones when
x and y see gives; one. usually 'considers this proPeity'es tacity implied by the form in which the
relation is written.
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"x divid.es ,y"-; . also if f(x)- arid are rt:rel..vs.lac: functions defined eh ait.in-
terval a gxgO, while f(x)R.g(x)IE ,i0W.preted to Mei t for every x; 1(x) g(x)."
These examples: also give an:indication of :..he great variety of .domninein which
order structures appear and thus point to the interest ;lunched to their study.

We want to saya, few words about a third large typeolstruCteres, vis. topo-
logical structures (or.topologies). they furnish an abstract mathematical torrnu,
lotion of the intuitive concepts of neighborhood,. tient and milli:wits...to:which
we are led by our .idea off:loam .The..riegi.i!e,of- abstraction: required-for the
formulation attire aa:onis of such.a-atructure decidedlY greater. than it was-in
the preceding examples;. theicharac ter. of the -present article ;makes it necessary.
to refer interested readers to 1qm:id:treatises. See,. ter 'zcarnPle, .[51.-- .

. . , . ,

5. The stenderdization of mathematical teeheiane., We, have probable said
enough to enable the .reader to forms a fairly accurate .idea of 'the axiomatic
method. It should be clear-from what precedes that its.Most striking feature is
to effect a considerable economy of thought. The ft'st rurtnres'''are. tools for the
mathematician; as soon as he has recognized among the elements. which he is
studying, relations which .satisfy. the axioms .of' a known type. he has at his.
eisposal inunediatelsrt entifeaisetiaiolgeneral theorems which belong to the
structures of that type. Previously. on the other hoed, he was obliged to forge
for himself the means of attack. on his problenisetheir power. depended 'on his
personal talents and they, ,were often 'leaded doivn with restrict ve. hypotheses,'
resulting from the.peculiarities:of the problem that was being studied. One could
say, that the axiomatic: method is nothing but the 4Tayior synteinr for mathe-

'This is however, a 't4s-y poor analogy': the mathematician doeS net work !ike
a machine, not as the workingman on a. moving belt;' we can not over-emphasize
the fundamental roleplayedn his researth..hy a.specialintuition,* Which is not.
the popular sense-intuition, but TA/her -a kind of direct divine ion (ahead. of
all reasoning) of the normal behavior, which he seems to have the right to expect
of mathematical beings, with whom a long acquaintance i'as made him as
familiar as with the beings of the re'al. world. Now.. each structure carries with it
its own language; freighted with special intuitive references derived from the
theories .from, which the axiomatic analysis described above ha.s.derlved: the
structure. And;.for the research worker who suddenly discovers this structure-in'
the phenomena which he is studying, it is like 'a sudden modulation which
orients at one .stroke in an unexpected direction 'the-intuitive course of his
thought: and which illumines 'with' a 'new light.. the mathematical landscape in
which he is moving about. Let :ni- think - --to. take to old .eicample,--d. the
progress made at the 'beginning of 'the mmeteenth. century by the 'geometric
representation of iniaginaries:. From our point of view, this .ameented: to dis-
covering4in the -set of conte/ex.numbers'a well known topological structure. that,
of. the Euclidean plam.witle all the. possibilities for applications-which this in-

. , .

" Like ail intuitions, 'his one also is trequently wrong.
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volved; in the hands of Gar's, Abel, Cauchy and Riemann, it gave new life to
analysis in less than a century. Such examples have occurred repeatedly during,
the last fifty years: Hilbert space, and more generally, fui',ctional spaces, estab-
lishing topological structures in sets whose elements are no lunged points, but
functions; the theory of the Hensel p-adic nurr.bers, where, in a still more
astounding way, topology invades a region which had been until then the
domain par sxcelkfscc of the discrete, of the discontinuous, via the set of whole
numbers; Haar measure, which enlarged enoriaously the field of application of
the concept of integral, and made possible a very profound analysis of the
properties of continuous groups -all of these are decisive instances of mathe-
matical progress, of turning points at which a stroke of genius brought about a
new orientation of a theory, by revealing the existence in it of a structure. which
did not a priori seem to play a part in it.

What all this amounts to is that mathematics has less than ever been re-
duced to a purely mechanical game of isolated fOrmalas; more than ever does
intuition dominate in the genesis of discoveries. But henceforth, it possesses the
powerful tools furnished by the theory of the great types of structures; in a single
view, it sweeps over immense domains, now uniied by the asciotnatie method,
but which were formerly in a completely chaotic state.

6. A general surrey. Let us now try, guided by the axiomatic concept, to
look over the whole of the mathematical eniverse. It is elm r that we shall no
longer recognize the traditional order of things., which, just like the first nomen-
clatures of animal species, restricted itself to placing ride by side the theories
which showed greatest external similarity. In place of the eharply bovratel com-
partments of algebra, of analysis, of the theory of ambers, and of geometry, we
shall see, for example, that the theory of prime numbers is a close neighbor of the
theory of algebraic curves, or, that Enclidean geometry borders On the theory
of integral equations. The organizing principle will be the nncept of a hier-
archy of structures, going from the simple to the complex, frc:n the general to
the particular.

At the center of our universe are found the great types of structures, of
which the principal ones were mentioned above; they might be called the
mother-far:in:urea. A considerable diversity exists in each of these types; one
has to distinguish between the meat general structure of the type under con-
sideration, with the smallest number of axioms, and those which are obtained by
enriching the type with supplementary axioms, from each of which comes a
harvest of new consequences. Thus, the theory of groups contains, beyond the
general conclusions valid for all groups and depending only on the axioms
enunciated above, a particular theory of finite groups (obtained lee adding the
axiom that the number of elements of the group is finite), a particular theory of
ebelian groups (h which xryesyrx for every x and y), as well as a theory of
finite abelian groups (where these two axioms are supposed to hold simultane-
ously). Similarly, in the theory of ordered sets, one notices in particular those sets
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(as for example, the set of integers, or of real numbers) in which any two ele-
ments are comparable, and which are called totally ordered. Among the latter,
further attention is given to the sets which are called well-ordered. (in .which, as
in the set of integers greater than 0, every subset has a "least element"). There
is an analogotui grade on among topological structures.

Beyond: this fiist nucleus, appear the structures which might be called multi-
ple strictures. They involve two cr more of the great mother-structures simul-
taneously not in simple juxtaposition (which would not produce anything new),
but. cOinbined organically by one or more axioms which set up a connection
between them. Thus, one has topological algebra. This is a study of structures
in which occur at the same time, one or More laws of composition and a topology,
connected by the condition that the algebraic operations be (for the topology
under consideration) continuous functiors of the elements on which they
operate. Not feel important is algebraic topology, In which certain sets of points
in space, defieed by topological properties (simplexes, cycles, etc.) are them-
selves taken as elements on which laws of composition operate. The combination
of order structures and algebraic structures is also fertire in results, leading, in
one direction to the theory of divisibility and of ideals, aid in another to integra-
tion and to the "spectral theory' or operators, in which topology also joins in.

Farther along, we come finally to the theories properly called particular. !n
these the elements of the sets under consideration, which, it; the general struc-
tures have remainod entirely indeterminate, obtain a more definitely character-
ized individuality. At this point we merge with the theories of e;assical mathe-
matics, the analysis of functions of a real or complex variable, differential geom-
etry, algebraic geometry, theory of numbers. But they have no longer their
former autonomy; they have become crossroads, where several more general
mathematical structures meet and react upon one another.

To maintain a correct perspective, we must at once add to this rapid. sketch,
the remark that it has to be looked upon as only a very rough approximation of
the actual state of mathematics, as it exists; the sketch is schematic, and ideal-
ized as well as froien.

Schematic -- because in the actual procedures, things do, not happen in as
simple and as systematic a manner as has been described above. There occur,
among other things, unexpected reverse 'movements, in, which a specialized
theory, such as the theory of real numbers, lends indispensable aid in the con-
struction of a general theory like topology or integration.

lisalisedeebecause it is far from trite that in all fields of mathematics, the
role of each of the great strictures is clearly recognized and marked off; in
certain theories (for example in the theory of numbers), there remain numerous
isolated results, which it hasihus far not been posilble to classify, nor to connect
in a satisfactory way with known structures.

Finally frolen,for nothing is farther from the axiomatic method than a
static .connection of the science. We do not want to lead the reader to think
that we claim to have traced out a definitive state of the science. The structures
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are not immutable, neither in number nor in their essential contents. It is quite
possible that the future development of mathematics may increase the: number
of fundamental structures, reve.alime the fruitfulness of new axioms, or of new
cdmbinations of axioms. We can look forward to important progress from the
invention of structures, by considering the progress which has resulted from
actually known structures. On the other hand, these are by no means finished
edifices; it would indeed be very surprising if all the essence had already been
extracted from their principles. Thus, with these indispensable qualifications, we
can become better aware of the internal life of mathematics, of its unity as well
as of its diversity. It is like a big city, whose out!ying districts and suburbs en-
croach inceasantiy, and in a somewhat chaotic manner, on the surrounding
country, while the center is rebuilt from time to time, each time in accordance
with a more clearly conceived plan and a more majestic order, tearing down the
old sections with their labyrinths of alleys, and projecting towards the periphery
new avenues, more direct, broader and more commodious.

7. Return to the past and conclusion. The concept which we have tried to
present in the above paragraphs, was not formed all at once; rather is it a stage
in an evolution, which has been in progress for more than a half-century, and
which has not escaped serious opposition, among philosophers as well as among
mathematicians themselves. Many of the latter have been unwilling for a long
time to see in axiomatics anything else than futile logic el hairsplitting not
capable of fructifying any theory whatever. This critical attitude can probably
be accounted for by a purely historical accident. The first axiomatic treatments
and those which caused the greatest stir (those of arithmetic by Dedekind and
Peano, those of Euclidean geometry by Hilbert) dealt with univalent theories,
i.e., theories which are entirely determined by their complete system of axioms;
for this reason they could not be applied to any theory except the one from which
they had been extracted (quite contrary to what we have seen, for instance, for
the theory of groups). If the same had been true for all other structures, the
reproach of sterility brought against the axiomatic method, would have been
fully justified.* But the further development of the method has revealed its
power; and the repugnance which it still meets here and there, can only be ex-
plained by the natural difficulty of the mind to admit, in dealing with a con-
crete problem, that a form of intuition, which is not suggested directly by the
given elements (and which often can be arrived at only by a higher and fre-
quently difficult stage of abstraction), can turn out to be equally fruitful.

As concerns the objections of the philosophers, they are related to a domain,
on which for reasons of inadequate competence we must guard ourselves from

There also occurred, especially at the heginninz axion..tics, a whole crop of rnorAter,
structures, entirely without applications; their oak merit was that of showing the exact bearing
of each axiom, by observing what happened if one omitted or charged it. There was of course a
temptation to conclude that these were the only results that could be expected from the axiomatic
method.
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entering; the great problem of the relations between the empirical world and
the mathematical world.' That there is an intimate connection between experi-
mental phenomena and mathematical structures, seems to be fully confirmed
in the most unexpected manner by the recent discoveries of contemporary
physics. But we are completely ignorant as to the underlying reasons for this
fact (supposing that one could indeed attribute a meaning to these words) and
wel shall perhaps always remain ignorant of them. There certainly is one
observation which might lead the philosophers to greater circumspection on this
point in the future: before the revdutionary developments of modern physics, a
great deal of effort was anent on trying to derive mathematics from experi-
mental truths, especially from immediate space intuitions. But, on the one hand,
quantum physics has shown that this macroscopic intuition of reality covered
microscopic phenomena of a totally different nature, connected with fields of
mathematics which had certainly not been thought of for the purpose of appli-
cations to experimental science. And, on the other hand, the axiomatic method
has shown that the "truths" from which it was hoped to develop mathematics,
were but special aspects of general concepts, whose significance was not limited
to these domains. Hence it turned out, after all was said and done, that this
intimate connection, of which we were asked to admire the harmonious inner
necessity, was nothing more than a fortuitous contact of two disciplines whose
real connections are much more deeply hidden than could have been supposed
a priori -

From the axiomatic point of view, mathematics appears thus as a storehouse
of abstract formsthe mathematical structures; and it so happenswithout
our knowing why--that certain aspects of empirical reality fit themselves into
these forms, as if through a kind of preadaptatlon. Of course, it can not be de-
nied that most of these forms had originally a very definite intuitive content;
but, it is exactly by deliberately throwing out this content, that it has been
possible to give these forms all the power which they were capable of displaying
and to prepare them for new interpretations and for the develcpment of their
full power.

It is only in this sense of the word "form" that one can call the axiomatic
method a "formalism." The unity which it gives to mathematics is not the armor
of formal logic, the unity of a lifeless skeleton; it is the nutritive fluid of an
organism at the height of its development, the supple and fertile research instru-
ment to which all the great mathematical thinkers since Gauss have contributed,
all those who, in the words of Lejeune-Dirichlet, have always labored to "sub-
stitute ideas for calculations."

We do not consider here the objections which have arisen from the application of the rules
of formal logic to the reasoning in axiomatic theories; these are connected with logical difficulties
encountered in the theory of sets. Suffice it to point out that these dilliculties can be overcome in a
17iraltitlisiverr neither thrte441Shteltierquarg nor any doubt as to the correctness of the reasoning;
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